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SJSU athletic program will be investigated
By Anne Brennan
and Hal Donaldson
SJSU intercollegiate athletics
will be the subject of at least one,
and possible two, investigations
probing possible NCAA violatiuns.
"The investigation of possible
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association violations on this
campus is being pursued by both
Athletic Director Bob Murphy and
faculty representative Richard
Post," said SJSU President John

Bunzel in a statement Wednesday.
Murphy also indicated in a
Tuesday press release that he is
giving a full report to the NCAA on
the three athletes who he found to be
accepting loans of about $300, a
violation of NCAA rules.
Bunzel said the NCAA will be
kept fully informed of any violations
the SJSU investigation finds.
The NCAA could not confirm the
receipt of any reports from Murphy
or Bunzel.

Murphy would not comment on
the matter.
"We can’t confirm or deny
anything," said Ron Statten,
assistant director of enforcement for
the NCAA. "It’s not our responsibility to talk about the possibility
of an investigation or the possibility
of an on-going investigation."
A two-and -one-half month
Spartan Daily investigation has
found at least one athlete who said
he received $3,000 in the form of
gifts. Three othere were found to
have received under $11:09 each in
gifts, which they were not expected
to pay back.
The Daily investigation also
found that some athletes received
clothes, free trips, free dental care,
grades and/of units for classes they
rarely or never attended and use of
cars.
"If we can get the information,"
Post said, "we will put a stop to
whatever has been going on."
Post assured that there is no
conflict of interest because of his
support of Spartan Athletics.
"To the best of my ability the
investigation will be impartial," he
added.
Post said he didn’t know if the
NCAA had been contacted yet, but
said he will be forwarding the information of alleged violations to
them.
Hobert Burns, SJSU academic

Registration forms:
deadline is today
Today is the last day for
students to return advance
registration forms to either advisers
or the Records Office for fall
classes.
Forms not signed by advisors
must be accompanied by advisor
waiver forms.
The Records Office is located in
Library North, room 101, on Fourth
and San Fernando streets and is
open until 7 p.m.

vice president, said he had no
previous knowledge of possible
NCAA violations, and added, "We’re
going to look into it."
Burns said he has no worries
about the investigation being a fair
one even though the investigators,
Murphy and Post, have ties with the
athletic program and are members
of the Spartan Foundation.
"Anybody who gives money to
the Spartan Foundation is a
member," Burns said, adding that
he was also a Spartan Foundation
member.
Mutsuo Horilcawa, executive
director of the Spartan Foundation,
said he didn’t know anything about
alumni and foundation members
giving money and other gifts to
athletes.
"I have a feeling it was a pretty
common practice but it’s hearsay,"
said Jerry Hannah, former Athletic
Academic Adviser, regarding
athletes receiving grades for classes
they never attended and help with
term papers and class assignments.
"There’s a list of professorsknown to be easy on athletes,"
Hannah said, "and they (the
coaches) try to get the athletes into
those classes. Although its not
illegal, it’s unethical."
Stratten would not say whether
the NCAA would be coming to investigate the athletic program but
did say it often works with the
university.
"Sometimes the universities do
their own investigation," Stratten
said.
"If we had information of any
kind," Stratten said regarding
NCAA investigation procedures,
"we’d talk to people who know
something about it."
The length of an investigation
varies from school to school
depending on the amount of possible
violations involved, according to
Stratten.
Stratten said he didn’t know
whether SJSU has ever been investigated before.
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Five SJSU wrestlers went to Ray Viglienzone’s apartment last night to
discuss what he had said to Spartan Daily reporters concerning possible
NCAA violations in the Spartan wrestling program.
Viglienzone identified the five men as members of the SJSU wrestling
team and said he knew three of the men’s names.
Viglienzone said he was not touched or threatened.
"They said they’ll be seeing me again and that they’ll be back,"
Viglienzone said.
SJSU wrestling coach T. J. Kerr said he had no knowledge the five
wrestlers were going to visit V iglienz one.
"It seems strange because usually the guys get along with Ray." Kerr
said.
According to Viglienzone, he and the men were arguing loudly until his
girlfriend came into the room to see what was happening.
"The attitude changed a little bit when my girlfriend stepped out," he
said.
Viglienzone said the men asked him if he knew what consequences his
and Wes Burris’ comments could have on the wrestling program. They also
asked him if he knew his comments could get Kerr fired.
SJSU Athletic Director Bob Murphy could not be reached for comment.
"I am not going to say much until I talk to the NCAA," Viglienzone said.

NCAA investigates
Okla. State U. too
By Robert Clark
SJSU is not the only university
whose athletes may be receiving
money, cars and other aid
prohibited by NCAA rules.
Oklahoma State University, four
months after the National Collegiate
Athletic Association imposed a twoyear football probation on it, is now
facing a new investigation of its
football players.
Oklahoma State officials denied
their involvement in any rules
violations.
NCAA rules forbid a school’s
representatives to make any
financial donations to athletes or to
aid them in any way regular
students are not aided.

The new OSU probe was
reportedly triggered by a Dallas
newspaper story Sunday which said
"at least seven Cowboy football
players were driving late-model
cars financed by loans from
Oklahoma banks."
SJSU Athletic Director Bob
Murphy said a check of Spartan
athletes has shown two basketball
players and one football player
received about $300 in loans from
various boosters.
Additionally, an investigation by
the Spartan Daily has revealed that
some SJSU athletes received
unauthorized financial aid, grades
for classes they rarely or never
attended, free clothes, use of cars,
free dental care and trips.

Possible pay raise for profs next year

A big blowup
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--see page 6

By Dave Reynolds
Professors in the California
State University and Colleges
systcm may receive a 3.27 percent
pay raise next year if the
recomendation of the California
Postsecondary Education Commission is approved by the
legislature.
CPEC also recommended a 7.96
percent pay hike to the legislature.
The CSUC has advocated a 9.9
percent increase.
CPEC makes its pay raise
recommendations based on comparisons with 10 other scholastic
institutions, said Steve Wright,
CPEC student advisory committee

member and outgoing A.S.
President.
But the CPEC recommendation
has a few flaws, Wright said.
The comparisons are made with
out-of-state institutions, which have
different costs of living and different
inflation rates, which may mean
that faculty members in other states
don’t need as big a salary increase,
he said.
Wright said the governor does
not have to follow the CPEC
recommendation and can rely on
input from the CSUC.
Traditionally, the state
legislative analyist’s office has used

the CPEC figures when preparing its
budget recommendations.
Wright favors getting CPEC out
of the raise recommendation system
and allowing faculty and the CSUC
more direct input.
In CPEC’s initial report,
released in December, the commission said the CSUC needed to
offer its faculty a 3.8 percent increase to remain competitve with
comparable academic institutions.
In an article published by the
Sacramento Bee May 5, CSUC
Chancellor Glen S. Dtunke was said
to have "repeatedly attempted to
repudiate the (CPEC) reports,

which generally recommend low
pay raises for state college faculty."
"He has challenged the findings
based on the methodology CPEC
uses to compare salaries," the article said, "saying it does not take
into account cost-of-living increases
or differences in pension plans offered by CSUC and comparison
schools."

Daily swan song
This is the last edition of the
spartan Daily for the spring
semester. Publications will resume
Aug. 31. have a good summer.

SJSU, 1977-’78: the year in retrospect

Rapes, Bunzel ’s problems top year’s news
By Steve Dubs
SJSU in the past school year saw
the end of an era and the beginning
of a reign, the start of a major
problem and solutions to several
others.
It was a wild roller-coaster year
which will probably not soon be
forgotten by those who experienced
it.
For the first half of the year, the
campus was held tightly in the firm
grip of fear. By November, 23 rapes
and attempts on or near the campus
were reported to police since Jan. I.
Most of the victims were SJSU
students, and the bulk of the reports
came from September through
November.
Walking about the quiet campus
at night became a pulse-quickening,
heart-tpounding experience for men
and women.
Night students carried whistles
or mace, rape seminars and selfdefense classes swelled their ranks,
and some women wouldn’t go out at
night without their dogs.
SJSU was making national
headlines with its rape crisis.
Reports showed up in newspapers
from Los Angeles to Chicago. But it
took one incident to bring the
situation to a head.
On Nov. 9, a Roman Catholic
nun was raped in a convent near
SJSU. After that incident, efforts by
city and university officials were
increased dramatically to curb the
problem.
In two days, a $4,000 rape information reward was established,
with businesses from San Jose to

San Francisco contributing 8500
each.
Emergency call boxes were
installed on campus, with a direct
line to University Police.
The San Jose Police Department
set up several decoy teams near the
campus, which netted three
suspects, two in the first two nights
of operation.
Finally, a major suspect was
caught. Francisco Loera Jr. was
arrested and charged with the rape
of the nun, and police tied the
suspect possibly to several other
campus rapes.
While the rape crisis was in full
force, the heat began to pour in on
Bunzel from all sides.
San Jose Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes and the San Jose City Council
blasted Bunrel for inaction on the
SJSU parking problem, as did local
community groups.
The A.S. Council provided the
strongest voice against Bunzel,
though. In October, the council
unanimously passed a resolution
calling for Bunzel to resign, citing
the parking problem, campus
security, absence from meetings on
campus issues and contributing to
low faculty and student morale.
The San Jose Mercury during
summer 1977 surveyed more than
800 SJSU faculty members about low
morale on campus. The most said
Bunzel was the main cause, citing
his reluctance to grant promotions
and tenure as well as what was
called "aloofness" and "inaccessibility."
The day after the A.S.
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SAD President John Bunzel waves goodbye to the press at a Feb. 17 news conference where hie announced his resignation.
resolution, astunned Bunzel said he
would step down only if the
California State University and
College Board of Trustees expressed
a lack of faith in him as a college
president.
The board did not, at that time,
and Bunzel continued In office

Bunzel’s image was becoming
tarnished very quickly. In September, it was revealed that he used
money from a personal presidential
fund to distribute to various schools
on campus, under the guise of profits
from a benefit variety show.
The Mom./ almnef Si W1 it,

believed by many deans to have
come from profits from Spartan
Showcase.
The show lost almost $2,000.
The United Professors of
California called for a review of
Bunzel’s performance of office, with
the finclinos to he gent tn the /Nur

Board of Trustees and Gov. Jerry
Brown.
Mayor Hayes said the city
council had enacted a parking ban,
passed during summer 1977, to stir
Bunzel into action to curb the
parking problem.
ienntinitorl ns, hod&
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Employers thwart
affirmative action
by Antonio Martinez
Special admissions is not
something that started yesterday
with minorities.
Universities and instituions such
as West Point have always allowed a
certain quota of sons and daughters
of rich alumni and politicians into
their institutions.
Sports is just another name for
"special admissions."
Many
athletes are "special admits" who
otherwise wouldn’t be in college.
Antonio Martine: ’S
Spartan Doily reportcr

If special admissions for
minorities is to be eliminated,
wouldn’t it only be fair to eliminate
special admissions for sports?
Wouldn’t it also be fair to eliminate
special admissions for the sons and
daughters of the rich and powerful?
What is more important - sports
programs or racial equality?
President Bunzel says in a San
Jose Mercury editorial, Feb. 2, 1978,
"a quota specifically harms
minority groups; it is patronizing..."
If quotas are patronizing to
minorities, would it also be true to
say that quotas are patronizing to
the sons and daughters of the rich
and powerful? Aren’t quotas
patronizing to athletes?
There is a myth being perpetuated that affirmative action
means "quotas."
The Affirmative Action plan
states an employer will, "establish
goals and timetables for achieving
equal employment opportunity."
Nowhere in the Affirmative
Action plan is there any mention of
"quotas."
Quota means that employers
would "have to" hire women and
minorities. Goal means that employers must "try to" hire women
and minorities.

The word "goal" has been
changed to "quota" to create a scare
tactic effect on this society.
Affirmative Action, in terms of
helping minorities and women, has
been a farce.
An employer can satisfy Affirmative Action guidelines by
having a woman or minority as the
finalist in a job interview. They don’t
"have to" hire a woman or minority.
For instance, since the
establishment of Affirmative Action, SJSU hasn’t hired any more
women or minorities.
In compliance with Affirmative
Action, women and minorities have
been finalists for jobs at SJSU.
An employer can also satisfy
Affirmative Action goals by hiring a
lot of minority janitors rather
minority administrators.
Enforcement of Affirmative
Action also has been a farce!
Affirmative Action is enforced
by the Office of Contract Compliance. There are 60 people working
nationwide to enforce Affirmative
Action.
Since the establishment of Affirmative Action, the enforcement
power to cut federal funds to employers has never been used.
In San Jose City College,
minority studies has been
eliminated, the equivalency of the
EOP program is being removed, and
minority staff has been fired.
What can be the consequences of
eliminating programs such as the
EOP?
It can only create more racial
problems and tension in a society
that already has too many racial
problems and tension.
I would rather see a society
where Whites, Chicanos, Blacks,
Asians and other groups work
together to make this a better and
more equal place.
There is an old saying: "A house
divided will not stand."

by Carol Sarasohn
Editor’s Note: This is the second of a two-part series on
the presidential roast honoring SJSU President John
Bunzel.
Cinderella had been invited to Prince Charming’s
ballby the prince himself.
She was flattered and delighted, but realized at the
same time the invitation was not offered solely as a
gesture of friendship. What is the point of inviting 600
people to a dinner honoring the president, Cinderella
thought, as she shopped for a new pair of slippers, if the
press is not on hand to report the gala ocassion.
Rumors had been circulating for a week before the
dinner that the president was throwing his own party.
"Is it true?"! asked an official
"Yes, ne said. "Bunzel organized it, made up the
guest list and selected the roasters."
"But," I protested, "Bunzel has friends, admirers.
Wouldn’t someone have thrown him a farewell party?"
"No," came the emphatic answer.
Perhaps the prince threw his own party hoping for a
last chance to win back some of the respect, trust and
admiration which has been sorely lacking during the last
year of his reign.
He certainly didn’t plan the dinner to boost faculty
morale.When it came time for introductions
approxiamately 50 professors and a dozen administrators
and deans stood up- hardly representative of the
university campus.
The banquet could have been a time to mend old
wounds, forgive past trespasses and meet faculty
members, many whose names and faces I’m positive
Bunzel does not know.
I have listened to a few of my professors complain,
"Why doesn’t he come to see us? I’ve never even met
Bunzel."
"Did you invite him over to your department?" I
asked.
-The usual answer was, "I didn’t think he would
come," or "he should know he’s welcome."
One of the favorite phrases of the ’70s - communication gap- widened inexorably into a chasm which
could no longer be bridged simply because no one dared
be the first to say "Come on over."
But perhaps this is too simplistic a view. I spent many
hours in his office talking with the president on a personal,
friendly level. However, I was always aware of my dual
role - a friend, but also a reporter. I found it difficult to
divide my loyalities since reporters traditionally have an
adversary relationship with public figures.
How much more difficult must if have been for faculty
members, whose careers and futures depended on the
president’s policies, to have regarded Bunzel as a friend
when he denied them tenure or promotion?
We once discussed his much criticized stand OD
publish or perish - a policy of promotion based or
publication.
Bunzel said there are two types of faculty members those who spend hours preparing for their classes, and
who use their days off during the week to conduct personal
research, and those who putter around the house on their
days off.
On the surface it would seem a reasonable expectation for professors to work 40 hours a week at their
jobs. But how does the president’s expectations
correspond with his notorious habit of playing golf on
Fridays?
1Continued on page 7)
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Political oppression rampant

Shah tries to westernize Iran
By Corinne Asturias
"All I car. say is that women,
when they are in power, are much
harsher than men. Much more cruel,
much more bloodthirsty. I’m
quoting facts, not opinions," the
middle-aged, well-dressed man told
his female interviewer, Oriana
Fallaci.
"You’re heartless when you’re
rulers. you’re schemers, you’re
evil. Every one of you."
In this age of liberation and
expanded awareness, it would be
easy to laugh at someone with these
convictions. But Fallaci didn’t laugh
and most people wouldn’t - the
statement was made by someone
who controls the lives of 28 million
people, sends $22 billion per year in
oil profits and removes anyone who
gets in his way.
Corinne Asturias is 0
Spartan Doily reporter

Although incredible enough to
be fiction, the Shah of Iran is a fact.
And yet, the Shah Mohammed
Reza Pahlevi is constantly expounding on his noble efforts to
"Westernize" Iran by removing
veils for women and re-distributing
religious land.
Internationally, Iran has been a
keen promoter of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights. The
shah has also signed the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights.
Ironically, there are now an
estimated 100,000 political prisoners
in Iran - people who dared to
criticize the regime of the "king of
kings," "The shadow of God" and
got caught. The shah makes no
secret of his intolerance for opposition - but evidently the Iranian
protestors feel they have nothing to
lose.
The average per capita income
in Iran is $2,200, but this statistic
masks a gaping hole between the
wealthy elite and poor villagers who
live in shacks with no electricity or
running water.
A basket of food in Iran costs as
much as the same amount of
groceries bought in New York City.
Meanwhle the shah spends $22
billion per year in oil profits.
Where does the shah spend his
money? To clear up the mystery, the
New York Times ran an article in
1975 explaining a "major economic
agreement" between the U.S. and
Iran that binds Iran to spend $15
billion on American goods within the

next five years and to spend $7
billion more on eight large nuclear
power plants over the next decade.
Iran is overflowing with oil, yet
the shah spends $7 billion on nuclear
power plants...
The country has a 50 percent
infant mortality rate, widespread
hunger and malnutrition, yet the
shah spends $5 billion to buy arms
from the U.S...
The shah gave $2.2 billion to
Britain, $1 billion to Egypt, $1 billion
to France and $300 million to India.
Everybody gets a piece of the pie,
while Iranians starve.
When Iran is engulfed in a
depression which has forced
thousands of small businesses into
bankruptcy, the shah spends billions
to help out Pan American Airlines,
Aircraft,
Grumman
TWA,
Lockheed, Bayer of Germany and
the Krupp Industries I who, incidentally, were the main arms
manufacturers for Adolph Hitler.
The shah, it seems, is buying
friends - but he’s not making very
many in Iran.
In late 1975, he announced the
adoption of a one-party political
system. In an interview with Oriana
Fallaci, which appeared in New
Republic magazine in 1973, the shah
claimed, "minority groups are so
unimportant, so ridiculous."
Anti -shah activities in Iran and
outside the country are monitored
by the pervasive National Intelligence
and
Security
Organization, the Savak.
A detailed UPI investigative
series published in Washington,
D.C., revealed that as many as 300
Savak agents operate in the U.S. to
keep an eye on the nearly 25,000
Iranian students attending
American universities. The report

claims that these secret police
operate with "the knowledge and
tacit consent" of American officials.
Within Iran, Savak agents
handle political prisoners from
arrest to conviction in any manner
they see fit, including torture and
execution.
As reported in the London
Sunday Times (January 19, 1975)
some commonly used torture
methods ihelade "the sustained
flogging of the soles of the feet,
extraction of finger and toe nails and
electric shock treatment to sexual
organs."
The report also claims prisoners
are subjected to psychological
torture, including being forced to
watch their children savagely
mistreated.
What do the people in Iran think
of their democracy and human
freedom? By common consent
among the intellectuals of Iran, the
regime is facing its worst time since
the unrest of the early 60s.
The shah has conveniently
blamed "Islamic Marxists" for the
turbulent dissent, but recently there
have been rumblings from small
opposing groups that are neither
religious or marxist.
In Qom, an Iranian city, on
January 10, police panicked and
fired into a dense crowd of
demonstrators, killing at least 70
people. In late February the army
crushed a violent protest in Tabriz,
leaving 100 dead. Just last week,
rioting broke out in 23 cities, according to one Iranian newspaper,
hundreds were injured and 12 killed.
For a nation based on human
freedom and democracy, the United
States has been more than
cooperative with the shah’s regime.
The CIA thwarted attempts to

overthrow the shah in 1953.
According to an article which
appeared in Fortune magazine in
1975, the CIA sparked sentiment
against the shah’s primary opponent, Premier Mossedegh, in the
press and among merchants and
prepared the palace guard in Tehran
for action against the massive
demonstrations. The Iranian army
made its move, the power of
Mossedegh melted away and the
shah returned jubilantly to his
palace. Mission accomplished.
But getting the shah into power
was only the first step for the U.S. maintaining power in Iran is a new
challenge for U.S. officials.
At times, the regime seems to be
wavering - hinting at a crackdown
on protestors in one report,
loosening constraints in another.
The shah seems to be waiting for the
U.S. to pull his strings.
Something has to give the the
CIA is not doubt busy with a new
plan. Maybe if we’re lucky we can go
digging through libraries in 20 years
and find out about it.
Meanwhile, Iranian prisoners
scream in torture chambers,
protestors die in the streets, the shah
throws another big party to heighten
his "international prestige," Carter
talks and Exxon’s profits mount.
The non -freedom that exists in
Iran is something that we, as
Americans, have never even come
close to experiencing. It is appalling
and disgraceful that such a system
still exists with the aid of a nation
that brags ef democratic freedom
and worldwide benevolence.
Who do the CIA and national
government think they’re fooling?
Not Iran, and not themselves:
just the American flock.

letters
Poor coverage
Editor.
The Concilio, composed of all
Chicano organizations of San Jose
State University, would like to address the problem of our
dissatisfaction with your obvious
lack of coverage of any Chicano
activity on campus.
As members of the Concilio, we

feel that the Spartan Daily lives up
to traditional reporting, sensationalism
and
stereotypic
characteristics of our raza.
During the last academic year
of 1977-78, the Spartan Daily has
failed to appropriately cover
significant events pertaining to
Chicanos on campus.
For example, there was no
coverage of the Statewide Chicano

Basketball Tournament held in April
1978; no follow-up done by Spartan
Daily on the Second Annual Chicano
Career Symposium held April 1978;
poor and inadequate coverage of
every and all MECHA related activities for school year 1977-78.
In view of the reasons above we
insist that our student newspaper
provide thorough coverage of the
Chicano experiences on campus.
In the tradition of our cultural
heritage we wish to leave you with
this inspirational message, "Si se
puede" ( Yesitcanbedonet.
Reyes Ortega
Concilio chairperson
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Black philosophy prof let go
despite wide faculty support
By Jerome Colwell
The recent dismissal of
a
black
assistant
philosophy professor has
spotlighted a potentially
divisive
controversy
between the Philosophy
Department and the SJSU
administration.
The administration is
firing Calvin Stewart,
assistant professor of
philosophy
and
the
department’s only black
member
despite
’unanimous support in
every respect" within the
department
for
his
retention according to
Arthur Cody, former
chairman of the Departmerit.
"The
fundamental
problem as far as the
Philosophy Deapartment’s
role in the matter," Cody
said, "is the arrogation by
the administration of the
decision-making powers of

RTP retention, tenure and
promotion."
"The principle upon
which this protest is
registered," Cody wrote in
a letter late last year to
Henry A. Bruinsma, dean
of the School of Humanities
and Arts and chairman of
the RTP Committee, "is
the one the Philosophy
Department has already
taken a brave stand on this
year,
the principle of
peer evaluation."
Cody wrote his letter,
dated Dec. 20, 1977,
following the Philosophy
Department’s decision not
to participate anymore in
what it considered to be the
"empty formality" of the
RTP evaluative process.
"The principle of peer
evaluation means that
those who are given the
responsibility of judging
the merits of an individual
for retention, tenure and
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It is precisely this that
the philosophy department
contends has happened in
the case of Stewart, Cody
said.
Although the department along with its
chairman Lucius Eastman,
have unanimously supported the retention of
Stewart, he is being fired
largely because "the administration said his
record isn’t good enough,"
according to Cody.
"The administration
has based its opinion on
student
’mixed’
evaluations," Cody explained. "That is tantamount to making a
pedagogical decision about
how a course should be
taught."
Cody sugessted that
the reason some of
student
Stewart’s
evaluations may be low is
because of "a lack of en-

thusiasni from black
students he makes them
work hard."
"Stewart has been a difficult case for a long
time,"Eastman said, "the
department really feels
that they are being pushed
around on this.
some
"It raises
questions about the
University’s commitment
to affirmative action, and
reflects an uneasy
relationship between the
department and the
university.
Bruinsma, chairman of
the RTP Committee, said
he did not wish to comment
on the Stewart case
because "it’s a personnel
matter."
"But I’m as upset
about the whole situation
as they are and I only wish
I knew the answers," he
said.

The schedule for final examinations, which begin Monda, is as follows:
Group I finals are for classes which met M, W, F, MTW, TWTh, MTWF’, MWT1IF
MW,WF,MWF,MF.
Regula I class
meeting time:

Examination day:

0730
0830
0930
1030
1130
1230
1330
1430
1530
1630
1730

Wednesday, May 24
Thursday, May 25
Friday, May 26
Monday, May 22
Tuesday, May 23
Wednesday, May 24
Monday, May 22
Tuesday, May 23
Thursday, May 25
Monday, May 22
Wednesday, May 24

0715 0930
0945 1200
0715- 0930
0945 1200
0715 0930
1215 1430
1215 1430
1445 1700
1445 1700
1715 1930
1715 1930

Group II classes are those classes which meet TTh, T, Th, TWTh, MTTh, TThF,
MTThF, FTWTh, and TWThF.
Regular class
meeting time:
0730
0830
0930
1030
1130
1230
1330
1430
1530
1630
1730

Examination time:
0945 1200
0715 0930
0945 -- 1200
0715 0930
0945 1200
1215 1430
1445 1700
1215 1430
1445 1700
1715 1930
1715 1930

Examination day:
Wednesda, May 24
Thursday, May 25
Friday, May 26
Monday, May 22
Tuesday, May 23
Thursday, May 25
Monday, May 22
Tuesday, May 23
Wednesday, May 24
Tuesday, May 23
Thursday, May 26

ministration supposedly
keeping "secret files,"
planned to take his protest
to the state legislature in
Sacramento.
He was
scheduled to leave by bus
that afternoon.
1967: Big Brother and
the Holding Company, a
San Francisco blues-rock
group, played at SJS. The
band was known more for
its lead vocalist, the hardsinging, bourbon -belting
Janis Joplin. Joplin later
died from a drug overdose
after she had been
recording on her own for
several years..
1971:"Racism is the worst
problem in the world,"
exclaimed former world
heavyweight
boxing
champion Muhammad Ali
in a speech at SJS. Ali
offered $1,000 to anyone
who could prove him
wrong. No one did.

Two mini -courses on
exam preparation are
offered at noon and 1 p.m.
today in the Education
Building, room 230.
The SJSU Marching
Band will hold tryouts for
the jazz dance team at 9:30
a.m, tomorrow in the
Music Building Concert
Hall.
The
Akbayan
Association will hold a
meeting to dicuss immediate and summer
activities at 1:30 p.m.
today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room,

8A.
There will be a concert
in the Music Building
Concert Hall at 8:15 tonight
featuring Mike McCandless and Erik Golvb,
who will present a program
of piano and violin music
by Charles Ives.

Cerde Francais will
hold a meeting at 12:30
p.m. today in Building N.
room 7A on Seventh and
San Carlos streets to decide
events and officers for next
semester. Anyone interested may attend.

The Portuguese-Brazilian Club will hold its last
meeting of the semester at
noon today in Foriegn
Language Building, room

Le

SOTA is sponsering a
happy hour from 5 to 7
tonight at Tower Saloon on

Market and Santa Clara
streets. Friends, foes,
faculty and OT majors are
all welcome.

Campus Ministries will
hold a Eucharist at 5
Sunday night for all people
and Catholic Mass at 8
Sunday night at the
Campus Christian Center,
300S. 10th St.

Concerned Black Students
will hold a reception from 4
to 8 p.m. Thursday in the
S.U. Music Room. Contact
Barbara Profit at 251-9847
or Oscar Battle at 277-2222
for further ififormation.

osten’s Argentus
,4 New Dawn in White Precious Metals
;tour Ctilkge

Rink rl unique blend of
lam Orot stainless ste

Chicano programming on
KSJS, stereo 91 FM. For
information, contact Sylvia
Ramirez at 258-6759.

La Cosa Nueva adio
program is looking for
people
interested
in

$1.00 off
Sta
R
Spi,41

The Chicano Commencement Committee
will hold a commencement
Young Adult Ministries at 2 p.m. May 27 at I.A.M.
Hall
in Sunnyvale. Inwill be continuing its
graduating
program through the terested
summer. There will be students should contact
meetings from 7 to 9 p.m. Selda at EOP for tickets
Sunday at 435 S. 10th St. and information. Tickets
plus other events during for graduates and their
the week. For more in- families must be purformation, contact Judi chased by today. Tickets
Cowherd at 297-3425 or 292- will then be sold to the
general public.
4286.
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Any Large Pizza
With This Coupon
Eaten On Premises

IKAGOOS
a
PIZZA PARLOR

PUB

430 NORTH SANTA CRUZ AVENUE
AL,OfiNiA 3,4 5708
TOS,ATOS

2 for 1 SANDWICHES
OR NEW MAGOO
BURGERS
LUNCHEON SPECIAL. 11 AM to 3PM
With this coupon only
Come In & Emoy Our Moyes &Game,
M-Th Ilam 12pm F Sat 11am Sun Noon lOpm

CENTER

SpARTAN BOOkSTORE GRAdUATiON

,for

Examination Rine:

spartaguide

flashback
On this date in:
1964: SJS student
Rafael Herdia, who had
been fasting for eight days
in protest of the ad-

promotion," Cody continued, "are those closest
to him in competence and
professional association,
and that means the
members of the department from which the individual comes."
The evaluative process
for RTP presently requires
that any individual being
considered for RTP must
be reviewed and evaluated
in each of five succeeding
levels of the RTP heirarchy first by a department
committee, then by the
chairman of the department, and then the School
of Humanities and Arts, the
dean of the school, and
finally by the University’s
RTP Committee.
At any one of the
levels, those in charge have
the option to disregard the
sub recommendation
nutted by any or all of the
lower levels.

Schedule for finals week

OpEN: MAy 1 - 26
TimE: 9:00 - 7:00
PLACE: SpARTAN BOOkSTORE

\

H4Tr,Tr

.

EvERyThiNg you
A FINE

Animus Men’s Styles and
Selected Ladies’ 10K Gold Styles

’5995

Your Josten’s College Specialist will he here:
May 15 - 26
9:00 - 700
Time
Date
Place
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’Greatest composite art form’

Don’t fear opera, says Dalis

photo by Kim Komenich

Spring from "The Mother"

Native comes home
along with ’mother’
The performance of his
opera, "The Mother," in
this year’s program of
SJSU’s Opera Workshop is
more than just another
"show" that must go on for
Stanley
Maestro
Hollingsworth.
For in accepting the
invitation to come here to
stage the performance of
his work, Hollingsworth
has, in a sense, come
"home."
A native Californian,
Hollingsworth was born in
Berkeley in 1924, and attended San Jose State
College from 1942 to 1944.
He also taught here for two
years.
While at SJSC,
Hollingsworth met and
became good friends with
Irene Dalis. Little did
either of them know at the
time that they would both
go on to achieve international acclaim in the
he as a
opera world
famed composer, and she
as a leading mezzo-soprano
with the Metropolitan
Opera or that they would
be reunited again at SJSC
almost 25 years later to
stage and direct his own
very first opera.
After attending SJSC,
Hollingsworth
was
awarded a scholarship for
study with Darius Milhaud.
scholarship
Another
followed, and this time
Hollingsworth began work
at the Curtis Institute of
Music in Philadelphia
under the direction of Gian
Carlo Menotti.
He went on to win
many awards including the
de
Rome,
a
Prix
Guggenheimfellowship,
and the honary degree of
Master of Music.
It was during these
years that Hollingsworth
premiered his first opera,
"The Mother" based on an

old Hans Christian Anderson fairy tale.
Two years later, he
completed his second
Grande
"La
opera,
Breteche," commissioned
by NBC television.
And he has written two
other works, "The Selfish
Giant," an opera in one act
which has not yet been
performed based on a short
story by Oscar Wilde, and
"Harrison Loved His
Umbrella," which will be
premiered in 1979 by the
National
Netherlands
Opera.
Although immediately
recognized as a composer,
Hollingsworth has also
accepted invitations for
stage direction. He has
directed for America
House in Vienna, the
Turkish National Opera,
and the Festival of Two
Worlds in Spoleto, Italy.
"Opera used to be
much more poisonous and
intimidating than it is
now," Hollingsworth said.
"But there’s no reason for
that." He said that people
who know little about opera
are often put off by the
myriad of frightening
terms associated with the
art and by the fact that so
much of opera seems incomprehensive because it
is sung in a foreign
language.
But "The Mother" is in
English, and both of the
operas to be presented in
the
Opera
Workshop
performances
this
weekend are, according to
Hollingsworth,
"Immediately attractive and
tuneful, if I don’t say so
myself."
Hollingsworth, who is
currently composer -in -residence at Oakland
University in Michigan,
said that the cast of
students he is working with

San Jose Symphony
under the direction of Van Krasnapolski

presents

Gisela Depkat,
cellist
All-Schumann Concert
"Manfred" Overture
Cello Concerto
Symphony No. 4
Frtday, Saturday
May 19, 20
San Jose Center
for the Performing Arts
This announcement is sponsored by
W.E. Harding Cs Co.
1111
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is "a wonderful group,"
and "I love working with
them."
He said that his opera
is a fairy tale in which the
moral that is learned is
that "God’s will is best."
Puccini’s opera, "Gianni
Schicchi", which is also
being performed, is a
comedy, however, and
"we’ll send them home
laughing, not crying,"
Hollingsworth joked.

By Jerome Colwell
Who’s afraid of
"Gianni Schicchi?"
Well, when word gets
out it is one of two operas
SJSU’s Opera Workshop
will be presenting this year
the other is Stanley
"The
Hollingsworth’s
Mother" probably a lot of
people will be scared off by
it.
And that, according to
Irene Delis, former leading
mezzo-soprano for more
than 20 years woth the
Metropolitan Opera and
producer/director of the
two Opera Workshop
performances this year, is
really too bad.
"Opera is the greatest
composite art form," Delis
said, "and it is also one of
the most complex." She
said this is true because
opera combines acting,
dancing, and singing, and it
is often very difficult for
performers to do all three
well.
But Delis, along with
the rest of the SJSU Music
Department, is excited
about this year’s performances because for the
first time the Opera
Workshop will have a
professional orchestra as
well as access to a good
theater in the Performing
Arts Center at Independence High School on
McKee and Jackson Roads
in San Jose. Performances
are at 8 tomorrow evening
and a matinee at 3 Sunday
afternoon.
The production this
year has been made
possible by generous
grants from a number of

London, Rome, Hamburg
and all over the world.
On January 20, 1977,
’Delis was honored by the
Metropolitan Opera on the
occasion of her 20th anniversary with the company.
But Delis has retired
from the stage and is
currently Professor of
Music at SJSU. She is on
the voice faculty and as
coordinator of the Opera
Workshop has proudly
watched the program grow
from just seven to the more

than 50
enrolled

students

now

Is it worth it
giving
up a life of fame and fortune to come back to her
alma meter to teach voice
lessons and the often
tedious mechanics that
make opera what it is?
"Yeah," she answered
, smiling devishly, her deep
voice barely audible as
though she didn’t want
anyone to overhear that
she is enjoying herself as
much as she is.

NOTICE
U.S. Government

Has Approved
Effective Immediately

ONE-WAY, EUROPE CHARTERS

the t
panii
heav
psyc

or Create Your Own Round-Trip Schedule
Reserved and confirmed space, dates
First come, first served
Space available for summer, semester,
SPECIAL KID’S FARES
academic year travel
Irene Dolls
sources Delis explained. portant one, and it is a real
Among them are the Music coup for us to have him.
Performance Trust Fund, The students are so thrilled
the City of San Jose that he is here, and it is
Neighborhood Arts Fund, very inspirational for them
the
Music
America to be working with him."
Foundation,
and
the
Born and raised in San
Italian -American Foun- Jose, Delis attended SJS
dation.
during the same years as
"Everyone involved is
Hollingsworth, 1942 to 1944,
working full-time to make and graduated from here.
this the best program
Little more than ten
ever," Dalis said, "and are years later, Delis was to
getting cooperation from
establish herself as one of
everybody."
the most versatile and
Even internationally
prodigious vocal talents at
acclaimed
composer the
world-famous
Stanley Hollingsworth has
Metropolitan Opera when
flown in to stage the Opera
she made her debut there
Workshop’s production of in 1957 as Princess Eboli in
his work, "The Mother."
Verdi’s "Don Carlo."
For Dalis, this is
Since then she has sung
particularly
thrilling nearly every leading
she
and mezzo-soprano role in the
because
Hollingsworth attended repertory including that
SJS together more than 25 of Zita in Puccini’s "Gianni
years ago.
Schicchi" which she is
"You must call him producing and directing for
’Maestro’," she said of her the Opera Workshop this
old friend. "He’s the im- year in opera houses in

Free opera staged Sunday
International music
stars Irene Delis and
Stanley Hollingsworth, will
produce, direct and stage
free opera performances
by all -student casts
tomorrow night at 8 and
Sunday afternoon at 3.
Scheduled at the Independence High School
Performoing Arts Center,
McKee Road and Jackson
Avenue, are two performances of Puccini’s
one-act "Gianni Schicchi"
Hollingsworth’s
and
photo by Melonte Porker
Stanley Hollingsworth

original
Mother.’

one -act

’’The

for details:

Planning
Company

"
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Continuing Education
P.S. Free summer session bulletins are also
:tvailable in our office, Journalism Classroom
Bldg. 136B.
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Delta Law requires you to read this
message before you leave town.
O.K., this is goodbye! Go out and get drunk!
Live it up! Have fun! The summer is yours!
But some time this summer, like around August 4th,
you’d better be ready to see the funniest college
movie ever created. Don’t blow it!

open letter to Sig.; students...

It has come to our attention that 3,266 of
you have not yet obtained your free copy of
the 1978 Summer Session Bulletin for San
Jose State University.
We urge you to pick up your copy before
the semester ends especially if you want
to use the summer months to speed up a
degree, get a hard class out of the way or
try a new subject.
Remember, the bulletin is still availabl2
in the Student Union Information Center,
the Administration Bldg. Information Center,
the Admissions and Records Offices and the
library. If you are one of the 3,266 missing
out, get your copy today.

high
corm
and
mudl

This summer the movie to see will be
NATIONAL

LAMPOON’s.

AMIAL 1101191

A comedy horn Universal Pictures
THE MATTY SIMMONS IVAN REITMAN PRODUCTION
NATIONAL LAMPOON’S ANIMAL HOUSE
JOHN BELUSHI -TIM MATHESON
JOHN VERNON VERNA BLOOM - THOMAS HULCE and
DONALD SUTHERLAND os JENNINGS Produced by MATTY SIMMONS and
IVAN REITMAN Music by ELMER BERNSTEIN Written by HAROLD RAMIS
DOUGLAS KENNEY & CHRIS MILLER Directed by JOHN LANDIS

_RI NESTRICTE114m
4

You’ll be talking about it all winter!
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Cramming not effective

Midnight oil dims grade
By Susan Smith
Here is an important
message, brought to you
from the SJSU reading lab,
directed to those students
who believe cramming is
an effective means of
studying for finals - forget
it.
According to reading
specialist Joy Cooley the
average person retains
only 50 percent of what
they read As a result, a
student who must cram for
an exam doesn’t have the
necessary time to reread
the material and pick up
that information which he
lost.

Final stress eased by center
By Susan Smith
With finals looming on
the horizon, tension, if not
panic, can begin to weigh
heavily upon shoulders and
psyches.
The
pressures of
higher education accompanied by deallines
and projects is often too
much to handle alone.

The SJSU counseling
center offers aid and
support to anyone having
difficulty coping with "end
of semester strains."
"We have a bit of a
seige for our services at the
end of the semester and
around midterms," said
Dr. J^b,-, riorghi, clinical
psychologist at the center.

Prepare, relax;
bypass stress
If you’re like most
people, you might suffer
from an occasional dose of
exam-day anxiety. Every
one handles anxiety in their
own way, some can’t sleep,
some get migraines,
ulcers, nervous breakdowns.. one girl, who
refused to be identified,
said she simply threw -up
before each final and went
on to do very well.
At the University of
Michigan, a psychologist
conducts
a
program
designed for students to
relieve anxiety before
tests.
The program to relieve
tension and anxiety before
taking the test includes
these five points:
1. Enter the room
where you will take your
exam a few minutes early,
case your eyes, and

mentally and physically
relax your entire body.
Breath deeply and evenly
and open your eyes.
2. Scan the entire exam
when you first get it.
Quickly jot down a tentative schedule for each
section, especially for
essay questions. Naturally,
allow more time for
questions that appear more
difficult. Save a few
minutes at the end for
review and last minute
revisions.
3. Never spend too long
on any one question if you
can’t remember the anwser.
Return to unanswered
questions when you’re
finished with the test.
4. Reduce anxiety
before the test by giving
yourself a talk.

"Finals and stress
often accentuate the dayto-day problems with
living.
"Anxiety, depression
and difficulty studying are
common complaints at this
time of year," he said.
"Anxious individuals tend
to become more anxious.
"Although we are
consistently busy, many
individuals who would
benefit don’t come in - for
a variety of reasons,"
Borghi said.
"It may be fear that we
are part of the administration, that conbe
won’t
fidentiality
maintained, or the belief
that you must be really
crazy and hallucinating in
the streets to talk to a
psychologist.
"All of which aren’t
true," he added.
"Students come to us
with a wide range of
problems, although those
personal
regarding
relationships seem to
predominate."
A student with an
immediate concern or need
for counseling can usually
meet with a staff
psychologist the same day
they request a session.
The center offers
group, individual and joint
counseling for mates,
whichever is appropriate to
the students needs.
Individual counseling
is designed to give a large
degree of freedom so individuals can talk openly.

The initial meeting is on a
one to one basis and the
student is encouraged to
discuss the problems which
brought him to the center.
Group counseling is a
weekly meeting of six to
ten people. Members are
free to discuss whatever
topics they wish. It is
believed that such sessions

are useful in working
through problems and
relating to other people, a
prevalent problem according to Bordhi.
He noted that the
center will close after
finals, but gave assurances
that individuals in therapy
would be referred to outside agencies, if necessary.

Reading tips
speed skills
By Julie DiBene
As finals approach, and assignments pile up, more
and more studenti may find they are behind in reading
their textbooks for finals. To increase reading efficiency
the New York 11n:versity Reading Institute recommends
these tips:
1. Begin by restructuring your reading from reading
word to word to reading groups and clusters of words.
Your mind can usually grasp the overall meaning of a
sentence even if you don’t read every single word. Punctuation and sentence structure will aid you in breaking
them down.
2. Learn to catch yourself when you let your mind
wander. This will prevent you from having to go back and
reread paragraphs ani: lines. Even though the material
may be very boring for you force your eyes to move down
the page. Once you develop a rhythm of your own your
concentration may improve as you increase your speed.
3. When you are going over a textbook for factual
material try to remember that each paragraph usually
tries to convey a major idea using supporting statements
to back it up. Locate the main ideas and jot them down in
your own words. This is especially helpful for essay tests.
4. When you sit down to read, set a goal for yourself
for a specific time period. State the goal in pages or
chapters. With a specific goal in mind, you should be less
likely to be distracted, and picking up speed to meet your
deadline may help get through the material with better
concentration.

"Cramming
really
confuses the issues," said
Cooley. "It increases the
exam anxiety and students
have a tendency to forget
when anxious.
"In reality exams
should not be the hassles
that they are.
"If a student uses time
management study skills,
studying a small amount
every day in each subject
area, then the test just
becomes a matter of
repetition."
Unfortunately
this
advice comes much tao late
to save many students
from burning the midnight
oil. Cooley offered a few
suggestions for those
students intending to tackle
the wisdom of the ages in
one weekend.
Approach studying Like
an eight to five working
day, she advised. Study for
two hours in one area and
then change to another
subject or class.
A 10-minute break is
essential every hour, according to Cooley, "but
don’t let it slide into 20."
"Fifty minutes is as
much material as the brain
can
absorb
without
diversion," she said, "and
anything over 10 hours a
day will not be very effective."
Such breaks aid circulation and adrenaline,
both which are needed by
the brain to function well,
she noted.
Valuable study time,
Cooley said, is often wasted
on distractions which you
may not be aware of.
"The
dog,
the
refrigerator and friends all
offer an excuse als ay from
studying.
"Isolate yourself. If
that means going to the
library then do it."

Cooley said this may
prevent you from drawing
a blank or freezing when
you must finally recall the
information.
Similarly she believes
a visual approach, writing
an outline or a diagram will
help in organization on the
exam.
"Write al! the facts
that you can recall in a
cluster-format on the test
and then organize your
information from that.
"Particularly on essay
tests studeLs may include
all the facts, but will
receive a lower score
because they fail to follow

Monitoring the time
and allowing an ample
amount to proofread are
essential to taking a good
exam, said Cooley.
"Students have a
tendency to overwrite
exams and run out of time.
"Always allow time to
proofread. It is not uncommon to misread a
question or leave out words
whle trying to speed write
on a test," she said.
-roarees
on
exam
preparation are being held
by the reading lab today at
noon and 1 p.m. in
Education 230.
Cooley will discuss
approaches to various
exam formats, such as
multiple choice, true-false
and fill in. She will also
offer suggestions on any
specific Ftudy problem you
may have.

CALCULATOR SALE
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
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TI 25 Silrn SC1011
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When it finally comes
time to expound your
wealth of knowledge on the
exam, relax. Cooley advises that a half an hour
before the test be spent
relaxing.

logical sequence in their
writing.
"An outline is likely to
result in an exam that
reads well," she continued.

"Go jog around the
block or just vegetate,
whatever is comfortable,"
she said.
In approaching the
exam Cooley believes an
aggressive attempt is the
most successful.
If certain formulas,
dates or theories have been
a consistent stumbling
block in studying, write
them down before you ever
read the exam.
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Blowing molten glass:
reviving a dying art
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By Susan Smith
Working with molten glass eieeerEng
1,(10) degrees fahrenheit, 25 SJSU students
are learning and practicing the ancient art of
blown glass.
"It is importnnt to cultivate the
movement to work with the glass," said
graduate student Ivan Tiveskow. You must
learn to work with the glass, not against it."
As an art fonn, glass blowing was al9psot
killed by the mechanization of the glial industry.
But according to Treeskow, it is seeing a
resurgence, particularly since the invention
in 1963 of small-scale furnaces which allows
people to blow glass in the area of a studio.
The SJSU glass laboratory has five
f 1111111CM. holding from 50 pounds of colored to
700 pounds of clear glass.
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"We work with glass as functional objects, goblets, pitchers and vases, as well as
sculpture and art forms," said graduate art
major Tim Siemon.
Using a blow pipe a bubble is blown
through the rod into the glass. It then Lc
allowed to cool while more glass is gathered
over it, explained Siemon.
The glass is given its final shape by the
marvel and placed in the lehr where the glass
is allowed to cool slowly to avoid cracking.
Several major architectural structures
were built in Europe prior to the industrial
revolution using just this method, Treeskow
added.
Siemon eagerly pointed out that glass is a
centinuously moving liquid which only appears to have stable qualities when cooled.
Additionally, he said, glass is always in a
stab of movement under the weight of
gravity.
So the shape of glass objects, window
panes or sculpture, is always undergoing
change.
Offered by the art department for the
past 10 years, many graduates of the free
blown glass course have gone on to become
instructors throughout the United States,
according to Siemon.
But, he pointed out, Europe has a
tradition of the art, whereas the fn..
American glasshouse was built in 1608 at
Jamestowm.
Consequently, many American student.
still choose to go abroad to learn from the
masters and return as teachers.
The class, Free Blown Glass, wit! I’
offered next fall and is listed as Ar:
.11
class schedule.
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photos by Ross Mehan
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Jan Fried (top loft) art student, heats glass in one of the kilns, and Steve Edwards,
teaching assistant, demonstrates his gloss blowing talents.
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Paul Leal art snior shapes what will become a wine gloss
lower left’, Don Cooley (lower right) industrial arts freshman

helps Steve Edwards fashion his glass
creation. In Art 130 the
students learn ond practice the ancient art of blown
glass
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Cabbages and Kings
Continued from page
Is it also unreasonable to ask a president to speni a
few Friday hours mending fences instead of puttering
around on the green?
Or perhaps Bunzel is aware it would be futile because
so few other administrators are around on Fridays.
It is fine to rationalize taking Fridays off, I suppose,
as long as the person who is capable of justifying his own
behavior isn’t denying someone else promotion for the
same actions.
Which is not to say that Bunzel doesn’t deserve to
relax and unwind. Being a university president must be a
terribly stressful job, and Bunzel undoubtedly works more
than 40 hours a week.
Or as one roaster put it: "What will Bunzel do for
aggravation now that the students, faculty, administrators and community leaders won’t be around to
nip at him?"
I wouldn’t be surprised if the only thing that has saved
Bunzel’s sanity is his legendary sense of humor.
Whatever the president’s faults, absolutely no one
could ever accuse her,. or not ef having a sense of hurn.:i
have no idea wfr, he clu.se education foe a ca. .
’is
sense of timim; s. nen telling jokes, and his singing ability,
as a meniber of lipartreins, could easily qualify him for
stints in any nightclub.
However, Irene Dmis fonterly a Metropolitan opera
singer and now an S.’S’. music professcr, was not um
pressed when it was her turn to roast Bunzel.
"He’s the only man I know," she said, "who spends
three hours in a dress rehearsal just so he can wairn up."
Addressing Bunzel’s wife Barbara, Irene added,
’Barbara, I hope you don’t have the same problcni."
Bunzel’s elitism was atuicked by Dean Lester Lange
of the 3chool of Science.
"It remmains his resolution ti be distant and difficult," he said. "Every day Bunzel says,’I am a hopeless
intellectual. Whom can I infuriate today?’"
"Lange is more than a friend,’ Bunzel retorted, "he’s
a total stranger."
None of the roasters escaped Bunzel’s barbs including
Ron James, president of the San Jose Chamber of Commerce who kidded Bunzel about his golfing. "Sometimes
his job kept him from the golf course three days a week,"
James said.
"James is mean, selfish, loud-mouthed and uncouth,"
Bunzel said, "but in spite of all that something about him
repels you."
Robert Hosfeldt, vice president and general manager
of KNTV, was described by Bunzel as "a man who has
done as much for communication as Elizabeth Ray did for
typing."
Bunzel said he and Mayor Janet Gray Hayes have "a
special relationship based on lying to each other. She tells
me I am doing a good job as president. I LA her the 12
doings good job as mayor."
Former governor Ronald Reagan was thanked by
Bunzel for sending a telegram, and Bumel added, "I
heard Reagan will run for president. He promised he will
run in all 13 states."
The evening was hilariously memorable and there
were interesting parallels. We had roast rock Cuniish
game hens for dinner and tarts for dessert much sweeter
than tart jests we heard all evening.
Linda Zavoral, the Spartan Daily editor, and I hr.d
begun the evening trying to avoid being pokca jostled and
stepped on in the packed lobby of the Mediternstwan room
at the San Jose Hyatt House.
We ended the evening watching a few Bunzel’ rends
shake hands with the president.
"I wish he had invited just a few token students,"
’,inda said.
"We are the token students," I replied.
"It would have been nice if he had invite: lust few
AS. Councilmenunbers," Linda said.
"Yes it would have been, but it was not an evening for
heroics, and inviting councilmembers, who had asked for
Bunzel’s resignation would have required a stoic heroism.
A.S Councilmember Joe Trippi, who wrote the
resolution asking for Bunzel’s resignation, had called
dunzel’s office to ask for an invitation. He was turned
down.
Tripja and the president are still on good terms, ace ,r.ling to Bunzel. What would it have hurt to let Trippi
,Tome?
But Bunzel wasn’t taking any chances. A San Jose
conMercury-News reporter, who covers SJSU.
sidered possibly hostile. He was passed over ad another
repon er invited.
But nel must lack self confidence if he doesn’t yet
that his personal charm, in a one-to-one
dis( ognion, could win over 1.,most any adversary.
i ...anted to waik over and shake Mimes hand after
the dinner, but could not bring myself to do it. The
president’s last remarks concerned quality in education
an all Li familiar speech.
Perhaps it was just too late for the prince, for all of

Regression process shows past lives
By Corinne Asturias
Reincarnation isn’t something most people readily
accept but then again most people haven’t experienced
what Deanna Magnusson and Milton Waldman have.
Through a process they call "deep guided
meditation," 1Valdrnan and Magnusson take themselves
and other people into subconscious levels of the brain that
reveal past lives.
"We aren’t out to prove reincarnation," Waldman, 50,
said casually. "We’ve done regressions on people who
don’t even believe in reincarnation."
A "past life regression" is when a person, in an
altered state of consciousness, re-experiences past lives.
Through relaxation techniques, Magnusson and
Waldman get people in this altered state and ask them
questions about particular past lives while a tape records
the entire discussion.
"We don’t like to call it hypnosis," Magnusson said.
"That is commonly associated with unconsciousness and
most people remain conscious during a regression and
remember things in very vivid detail."
Magnusson and Waldman, who share a home in Los
Gatos, average about four regressions a week and charge
$40 per regression.
"It’s very draining for us both physically and mentally," Waldrr an explained. "We have to remain very

Milton Waldman

alert and each regression takes about two to three hours.
Magnusson and Waldman view life as a continuum.
’ Nobody came into this life as a blank tablet," Waldman
said
firmly.
"Particular characteristics and
predispositions come from energies of a person’s past
lives.
And there’s often a correllation between who
you knew then and who you know now," Waldman added,
smiling. "Love at first sight is simply running into
someone in this life that you loved ins past life."
"We think it is a very valuable insight,’’ Magnusson
said. "It helps people to understand their motivations and
change their present lives by realizing that their problems
are related to a past life."
Waldman said that the feelings, emotions a person
has never been able to understand in this lifetime may
just be remnants of past lives.
"People always get up
from a regression feeling good," he said. "It clears up
things they weren’t able to understand before."
Most people will experience more than one life during
a regression, and it’s very common for them to recognize
relatives and friends from this lifetime.
"It seems that animal lives or lives in nature are a
respite for people before they experience their human
lives," Waldman remarked.
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By Corinne Asturias
Going through a past life regression
was going to be an experience, I told
myself bravely.
I followed the friendly, pleasant
Deanna Magnusson down the long, winding hallway of the converted ola house.
When we finally arrived at the room
where I was to undergo "deep
meditation," I took one look around and
stopped dead in my tracks.
Colorful muraLs of fairies and bubbles
covered one wall, while a playpen filled
with toys sat ominously in a corner. A
rocking horse sat motionless against
another wall and a mattress and pillow in
the center of the room.
I had an incredible urge to bolt for the
doer and forget about going through a past
life regression.
Magnusson sensed my uneasiness and
began to explain.
"This is the nursery where the
children stay during Sunday temple
services upstairs," she said smiling.
Milton Waldman said the regression
would take two to three hours and it would
Msrupt things considerably if I had to go to
the bathroom in the middle of it.
They were reassuring. Relax, I told
myself. This will be a new experience
something I’ve never done before.
Magnusson did the talking at first
her voice was eery calm, soothing and
.!Mcf.: Ult.:31. She told me how to relax to
extend my consciousness beyond my
physical body. It was easy.

something ai "It your present life."
I saw bright sunlight, pale sand, and
baked mud-colored houses. They asked me
to describe my feet and I almost laughed. I
saw puggy, red -skinned, dusty feet in light
tan woven sandals. I was wearing a long,
light colored loose fitting gown and I had a
baby on my back. Ti".’ as:e-d me
questions and the answers ....a ito my
mind with more detail Urn I could express. I was unhappily married, hed a son,
lived in a large village. My husband was
always working and I was in a miserable
rut.
Their words car.eu ii through my
life
a fire M my th me, a second
marriage, and finally di h. It was like
flipping through chapter
a hook.
a male
I descended int
rty 1930s. I
construction worker ’
was married, had a . , ,ter, painted
bridges and lived in a v 2ry middle class
home with an ugly gree kitchen. My
Je liegan to
daughter left home, m
in the past.
drink, I left my fermi tv
’cation to my
After several years
n
job, I met another
MaglaiSsoli ariJ
: Pan prodded me
into the future. I re-erape ni,e,l1my death - a train accident -- with complete calmness and clarity.
I saw the train cciamc toward me in
the darkness, but couldn’t get off the
tracks. I rationalized how easy it wrs t
die. I didn’t want the hanpiness l’u
achieved in my ;1(i
away with the
years maybe
. alci be better to die
than to watt’, my happiness fade. I died
before the train was even close to hitting
me, and it was completely painless

Before I knew it, I could no longer feel
my arms or legs, or the mattress beneath
me. It seemed like my entire body was
concentrated into the center of my chest. I
heard a loud hum and felt eatable to move.
I felt my eyes receding into my head
and it grew darker with each count that
Waldman spoke. Nine, eight, seven...I
didn’t know there were so many shades of
black. I felt like I was on the brink of
falling asleep, but unable to cross the line
into unconsciousness.

Waldman asked me if I wanted to go
through any more lives. I hesitated...but
said no. Magnusson told me I would feel
my soul energy coming back into my body
and I felt like I was descending the hump
of a roller coaster.

I could no longer distinghish their
voices but the messages were very clear:
"You are nov.
touch with the part of
your body that has recorded everything in
your past. You are going to land on Earth
in a place and time that will tell you

I felt like I’d been a.,leep, but was
charge(’ %WI energy. Walking outside into
the sunshine I felt like I was walking on
glass balls. What had happened seemed
unreal, yet I had the cassette in my pocket.
It was, indeed, an experience.

"When you’re ready," Waldman said,
"Open your eyes and move your body."
It was, indeed, an e -p, :2n, e
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Why there aren’t
70 songs on the
Nick Lowe album.

Nick Lowe started 70
songs before he wound
up with what has now
emerged as his first solo
album. But only 12 made
It on to "Pure Pop for
Now People:
To understand why
Nick Lowe would record
about 6 times more material than he needed to,
you have to understand
...ick Lowe Which Ian
easy.
Until his solo &thin:,
most people knew of
Nick Lowe as a producer.
He produced both Elvis
Costello albums, Graham
Parker’s "Howlin’
and a whole bunch of
stuff for Stiff Records in
Jut Nick Lowe is a
ceraLled musician too.
And he’s got his papet’s as a sonrriter
And there’s definite
evidence that he cansing
As a member of
Brinsley Schwarz, Nick

did all those things. He
also toured with Dave
Edmunds and played on
the Stiff ’Thur. Nick Lowe
has done it all. And he’s
developed very definite
feelings about how pop
music should be made.
"RANG IT DOWN AND
TART IT upr That’s how
Nick Lowe describes his
current philosophy on
recording. He likes to
work quickly, capture
the energy while it’s still
fresh. You can hear it on
the albums he produced.
And you can hear it on
his own album, There
are lots of "take one’s"
on a Nick Lowe album.
Because if things aren’t
ing together, Nick
w it move on to something else (for the time
s.ing, at lesst). That’s
why his albums with
Elvis and Graham have
a power that seems to
elude most recordings.
Nick Lowe won’t Nance
his time. Or yours
And that s a peunaly
reacc,r( wtk, you’ll prol>
ably never hear the 58
songs he chose
put on his album

AN ABSOLUTZ
10ELLER. Nick Lowe’s
solo album has been a
long time coming. In an
interview Nick gave in
October, he promissid his
English followers, "I
won’t release the album
untll I am saiisfied that
It’s an absolute killer.
And I don’t care how long
that takes"’ Unlike other
artists who spend then’
studio time laboring over
each track, creating " 9!.
Nick spent his time been
mg out songs, one aster
another, until he had a
dozen with the quality
and the energy that he
was striving fo- "1 think
of everything in terms
of two-and-a-half, three
minute pictures. Every
spare bit, every bit you
don’t need, dump it’:
TODAY’S MUSIC
TODAY. It’s obvious that
Nick Lowe has his own
verT strong ideas about
what rock & roll records
should be like.
And it’s obvious from
listening to his Columbia
n, "Pure Pop for
Now People,’ that Nick
Lowe is right.

"PUILE POP FOR NOW PEOPLE?
THE NICK LOWE ALBUM, on
Columbia Records and Tapes.

US.

We never measured up to his princely standards
of quality.
He never quite fit our expectations. We wanted an
uncommon man, who thought himself just an average
person.
The next president may have to opt for a little less
quality and a little more humanity.

s
A.

A journey.
Like none you’ve
ever taken.
kltsom

DOS EQUIS

Another time Another place And an uncommon
family that triumphs over the intergalactic forces that
would destroy it
By Nebula award nominee Marta Randall

CK ET BOOKS

The uncommon import.
Distinct the rich. ihstinclise taste of Dos ruins
stroliti character it real her. %kith a light, natural
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Appearing with Elvis Costello at Center of the Performing Arts, on June 6, 1978. Available at all the
Record Factory Stores.
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Earthquake
How not to get shaken up when the big rumble hits
By Judy Twitchell
It’s mid-morning on a Wednesday at SJSU. In 10
minutes, hundreds os students will fill the sidewalks
between classroom buildings heading for another class or
home.
In the library, a dozen or so people wander in the
narrow, book-filled stacks looking for the right source
material bra report.
Three students are riding the elevator in the 10th
Street garage from the sixth floor to gound level.

University Police are responsible for the general
public safety in and around the campus.
Their main concern in an emergency would be the
movement of people into safe areas, to direct the wounded
to emergency facilities, and to protect property from
looting or other illegal activities.

"That handbook has been buried deeper and deeper
over the year),,," he said. "I want to see it resurfaced and
used."

"We’d have our hands full," Sgt. William Correll
admitted. "There would be tremendous demands on all
our facilities if an earthquake occurred when most of the
students were on campus."

The handtook outlines several sairty measures to
follow in case of an earthquake:

At first, there’s a rumbling sound, like thunder under
the feet. Then the ground begins to move in a slow, rollina
motion.
There may be a quick sharp jolt, knocking people out
of chairs or off their feet.
It’s an earthquake - a big one.
Would you know what to do?
Being aware of basic saf, ta measures is the best
protection
any large uisaster such as a fire or an
eartuquake.
But during peak class Vt. IP‘it SJSU, the large con..)entration of students in crassi
as our outside buildings
incroases the probability that Fan. as injuries could occur
from human panic alone.

In case of fire, the university would depend on city or
county fire personnel and equipment.
Three fire deparrntents are within five blocks of
campus, Correll said. One has the ladder equipment for
multi -story buildings such as Business Tower or Duncan
Hall.

lake any city or county with a large population, SJSU
s formulated a plan to cope c:tth ’,gagers.
Two principal departme.as 20,.I late the plan University Police and the Environm,a,tal Health and
Safety Department.

Other university departments may not be as well
prepared as the police.
After the bomb threats and riot scares on the SJSU
campus during the late 19605, an emergency handbook
was prepared by the administration, outlining procedures

Each pi-lessor is supposed to discuss evacuation and
emergency procedures with a class at the beginning of
each semester.

get under solid cover (tables, doorways, chairs,
desks) as soon as you can;
keep away from windows and watch out for flying
glass. Line up zIong a windowless wall if no overhead
cover is available.
DON’T run outdoors immediately. In a crowded
building if everyone runs for the exits at once, severe
injuries could result from pileups at the doors;
after orderly evacuation from buildings, don’t stay
near the walls. Don’t re-enter buildings without permission;

Correll said University Police would work in conjunction with the San Jose Police Department and the
California Highway Patrol.
"Once the governor declares a state of emergency
and designates the area as a national disaster," Correll
said, "the state national guard would be mobilized. At that
time martial law would be in effect on the campus.

for staff and faculty to follow in case of disturbances or a
major disaster.
But Ron Montgomery, environmental health and
safety officer, thinks with the relative calm in the last few
years, the handbook and procedures may have been filed
and forgotten.

in case of an electrical failure, stay where you are for
five minutes and wait for power to be restored. In an
elevator, find the emergency telephone and lift the
receiver - University Police will answer.
in case of fire, use fire safety procedures. Stay near
tire floor; walk, don’t run; don’t panic and cause others to
parc themselves; and
for assistance, stop any University Police officer or
call 277-3511.

SJSU to ask funding for student affirmative actions program
By Alicia
SJSU has t:
n its tirsi
step ever L.,..-ard addressing the problem of
underrepresentation of
Chicano and hi ek -tadento
on campus.
Eight acirrinisirators
and faculty members have
just completed i program
change propose to submit
to the California State
University %id Colleges
Chancellor’s office for
funding cf a stiarlent affirmative action pilot

program.
If PCP is:. -ling is
approved by Gov. Jerry
Brown and the legislature,
100,000 will be granted to
two CSUC campuses for
implementation of such a
program.
Basic criteria to be
considered in evaluating
the PCPs will include the
propct:ed programs’: innovativer.ess, ability to be
integrated into similar
programs at other CSUC
campuses, and compliance

with Assembly Concurrent
Resolution 151.
Passed in 1974, ACE
151
is an assembly
resolution aimed at
overcoming
unde rrepresen ta ti on
of
student
groups
in
California public colleges
and universities.
It requested that such
institutions prepare a plan
to address and overcome
any ethnic, sexual and
uneconomic
d errepre se nta ti’on on

campuses by 1980.
Such plans were to be
submitted to the California
Postsecondary Education
Commission by July 1,
1975.
In spite of ACE 151 the
PCP is the first effort ever
made to address the
problem of student underrepresentation at SJSU,
according to Benjamin
McKendall, associate dean
of student services.
"Up until now there
has been no concerted

effort in recruiting any
ethnic students in particular," he said.
With Chicanos comprising about 16.2 percent
and blacks 2.9 percent of
the total population of
SJSU’s service area, the
two are the most underrepresented
ethnic
groups on campus.
No official figures are
available on the actual
percentage of total SJSU
enrollment the two groups
compose because of a lack

Albert Castro, chem teacher-researcher

Bunzei announces ’Outstanding Professor’
Albert J.
Castro,
SJSU
chemistry professor, has been
selected as the "Outstanding
Professor for 1977-78."
President Johr. rhea.) ,,)
,.
nounced.
Castro will be int: amt., ry’
Bunzel to the eniversity and community by Bunzel at SiiSt: ’s cornmencerricat exercises May 26
Current!: aa sabbatical, me
year-old Santa Clara native
working on his second iextbook in
organic chemistry.
After graduating with a B.A. in
chemistry from Sar ..,-)se State it
1939, Castro went on tc Stanford fo.
his M.A. in 1942, and a Ph.D. .
organic chemistry in 1945.
He has been on the teaLL.
staff here since 1949.
As a former chairman of
Graduate Committee, Castro
played an active role in de,

Women’s

graduate programs at SJSU.
He has initiated and taught
.,,cee new graduate courses in
rgarac chemistry.
In addition to his two textbooks,
i.stro has written inore than 20
arairles on organic chemistry.
Castro said he worked for three
rears as a research chemist for the
Thlifornia Research Corporation,
and took a substantial decrease in
-ay when h. decided to pursue an
.cadernic career.
"There wer- things wanted to
r I couldn’t do in industry. I wanted
explo e basic problems in organic
vmistry, and I’ve never regretted
1- decision since," he said.
The university has changed
, -tag his tenure from a "place
.ere research was a dirty word to
place where research is enrraged. John Bunzel has en, .vc.iged thts.-

ft% :"am
S.Ama
Burkom,
associate professor of
American Studies and
English, has been appointed to replace Ellen
Boneparth as coordinator
for the SJSU Women’s
Studies Prrk,ram.
ironeparth has been
granted a fellowship in
academic administration,
taking her away from SJSU
next year.
Burkon said she
doesn’t want to make any
changes
within
the
program as coordinator.
"I hope," Berkom
said, "to keep some of the
positive momentum in the

Ellen Boneparth
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SJSU has provided Castro with
the best of two worlds.
The combination of teaching
and reserach is shard one to beat.
think it’s a hell of a lot of fun
to teach. I don’t believe in living
vicariously, but I derive pleasure
when / see someone go on from here
and do well," he said.
"I think SJSU is a unique place.
People with ability but little money
can get a good education here. I
think our undergraduate chemistry
program is as good as anyplace."
Besides this yi,ar’s honor,
Castro was chosen as the
President’s Scholar in 1976, and has
been the recipient o
Abbott
Laboratories Fellow in Chemistry,
Sigma Delta Chi Faculty Man of ihe
Year. and been named Phi Kappa
Phi Distinguished Scholar.
He is a former member of the
Faculty Council, Academic Council
and several college committees.

SJSU women’s studies
graduate program on a
national level.
"We have one of the
better women’s studies
programs in the country,"
she said, "and we need to
make people aware of it."
Last month, the
program was given a
Teaching Service Area
which will allow an instructor to be put on tenure
after teaching courses

However, 50 percent of
the students enrolled at
SJSU last fall did respond.
Three percent of the
unresponding
dergraduates were black
and 3 percent Mexican
American. Of the graduate
students responding, 1
percent were black and 1
Mexican
percent
American.
McKendall said none of
the CSUC campuses have
complied with ACE 151
thus far.
"I don’t think there
was enough pressure put on
the system until this year,"
he said.
SJSU’s PCP focuses on
"early outreach," acMcKendall.
cording to
Concentrating on three
local high schools where
Chicano and black
enrollment is high, the
proposed program team
members would work with
students in grades nine
through 12, informing them
of college opportunities and
helping them prepare for
college while there’s still
time.

41.1.

Albert Castro

Chicano and black
students
who
are
academically
eligible,
nearly eligible or show a
potential of succeeding in
college, would be provided
with current information
relating to college access,
tutorial assistance,
guidance meetings and/or
visits
with
students’
families,
planned
schedules of SJSU campus
visits for students and
SJSU campus activities for
their families.

ASPIRE; and Dr. Geroge
Gene Lamb of administration and higher
education.
SJSU’s PCP was
mailed to the chancellor’s
office Thursday to be
reviewed.
However,
McKendall stressed, in
order to be effective, the
proposal must be one of the
two selected by that office,
and PCP funding must be
approved by the state.

PCP
committee
members having input on
the program proposal were
McKendall;
Associate
Dean St. Saffold; EOP
Director Gabriel Reyes;
EOP Admissions Counselor
Jose Cessena; Juan Mestas
of the Upward Bound
Program;
Ellen Van
Nortwick, director of
relations with schools
office; Willie Mullins of

XEROX copies

within the women’s studies
program for 10 years.
There is one position
within the program now
and "women’s studies will
be advertising nationally
beginning on the first of
August to fill that slot,"
Burkom said.
Burkom plans to continue
teaching courses in English
and American studies
while carrying out the
duties of coordinator.
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"Most students who
are eligible for CSUC or
University of California
end up going to them,"
McKendall said. "The
problem is in getting
students eligible sooner."
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HAVE YOU
fogga is buying
books now!

CELEBRATE
with the A.S. Intercultural
Steering Comm itee at
Hellyer Unit Coyote River
Park, South San Jose. Take
101 S. to Hellyer turnoff
and go directly to the lake.
Or, carpool at 11 a.m. from
8th and San Carlos.Maximum
cost per person is 50 cents.

Everyone

is
5-

The three high schools
involved would be San
Jose, William Overfelt and
Watsonville.

gets new head
program that Ellen
Boneparth ) has 7tarted
going.
"I hope we can add
some courses in schools
and departments where we
haven’t yet such as biology
and the School of Business.
I’d even like to get some
courses started on women
in journalism, she added.
As the new coordinator, Burkon would also
like to begin publicizing the

of response to student
ethnic
background
questionnaires.
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"Crazy Tom" Williams, Academic :enator and prospective SJSU golfer, clambers out of a car and onto the roof in one of his safer daredevil stunts.

And we elected this guy senator?

’Crazy Tom’ storms SJSU

By Kathy Beck
"Crazy Tom" Williams
’leaded this way, taking
jU by storm.
Recently elected to the
ademic
Senate,
phomore
Williams
)uldn’t have much
uble making the golf
In next semester with a
tter than scratch
rage, assuming he lives
It long.
Better known for his
ith-defying pranks in
en Hall, Williams has
in known to jump out of
room window on the
:ond
floor,
steal
eelchairs from hospitals
guised am s patient, and
nd on cars going 80mph.
"He’s crazy, but he’s a
at guy," said fellow
’m mate Jim Chibidakis.
e does these things on
own dares. He just goes
and does them him.

"I’m enjoying myself group of us went ice
so much, why nor" said skating. I thought, He
Williams. "That’s just the can’t be good at this, too.’
way lam."
He was.
Williams attributes his
"He’s really an inlack of cowardice to a telligent
guy,
but
"flint- for the unexpected."
sometimes he gets a little
We were taking him bit psyched up and a bit out
to the airport and as we of hand. One time he
were making a left hand wanted to handcuff me to
turn, he was hanging out the salad bar in the dining
there just holding onto the commons, and he would
( open) door," Chibidakis have, too," Cavaghan
recalled.
remarked.
Chibidakis explained
’ "I think the funniest
they were taking Williams things to happen to him
to the airport for a five- was when he was in
hour trip to Las Vegas he heeding nature’s call and
decided to take at the last two guys dumped a garminute because he won bage can full of water over
$900 in a bowling tour- the top of the stall."
nament.
Well known for his
"This guy is an in- impetousness, at another
credible
athlete,"said time Williams was visiting
fellow dormie
Pete a friend in the hospital and
Cavaghan.
"I can’t stoles gown from a nearby
remember ever seeing closet. Wearing the apsomeone who can do all the parel, Williams calmly
things he can do. A big absconded a wheelchair

from the emergency room
and was wheeled out with
head bent and mouth
hanging open.
"He looked just like a
patient with his head
drooped over and even a
little drool coming out of
the corners of his mouth,"
said Chibidakis.
Well aware of his
capacity as a practical
joker, his friends also
commend him as an excellent golfer.
Last summer,
he
participated
in
tournaments, winding up with
an extra $2,500 in his
pocket.
"T thrive on competition," Williams said.
"Through golf I can travel.
I’ve played in Scotland
twice and in the Canadian
Amateur."
Williams explained
that he first learned the
sport by
watching

’opular European sport
)alms its way into U.S.
Team Handball is a new sport to the western United
tes. It is not played on handball courts nor is it much
handball. Team handball involves aspects of soccer,
:er polo, and basketball combined into one sport. The
mpic Committee is looking for recruits who are insted in trying out for the Western Region Team
Abell team. Interested athletes need not be familiar
1 team handball, but Western Coordinator for the
nen’s team, Robin Wright, said they must have a
Ing throwing arm, be in good condition, quick, and
-dinated. The second most popular sport in Europe,
n handball is played on a basketball court and the
ict of the game is to make goals in a net similar to
e used in water polo and soccer.
Two goalies are used in two 30-minute halves that
dye constant running. The ball used is similar to the
used in soccer, but small enough to palm it as in water
Each team consists of seven players.
Because it is such a fast moving sport with an average

of 15 goals per game, it makes for a good spectator sport.
Interested athletes wanting to join the team will go to
the western regional Olympic training camp in Squaw
Valley in June. Athletes will have to pay their own ways to
the training center, but once there, the Olympic committee will provide room and board.
Fifteen will be chosen for the men’s team and 15 for
the women’s. These 30 athletes will be taken to Colorado
July 26-29 to compete in a sports festival. Team members’
ways will be paid for by the Olympic Committee.
The western team will compete against teams for the
Southern, Eastern, and Mid-Western regions, with the
games being broadcast by NBC.
Wright said the sports festival is like the Olympics,
but confined only to the United States. The four regions
will bring teams to compete in all amateur sports.
Information concerning team handball trycuts is
available from Robin Wright at 298-1344, days, 371-2618
evenings.

television and then going
out and playing. He plays
daily and will try out for
the golf team next
semester.
On the side, he owns his
own golf repair shop in El
Segundo where he repairs
clubs
and
custom
manufactures them.
Besides golf, Williams
is extremely interested in
campus politics demonstrated by his recent
election to the Academic
Senate.
"One day I want to run
for president of the
school," Williams said. "I
hopefully want to get rid of
the apathy in the school.
"This is the best time
of life for students and I
want to encourage students
to make the best of it and
get involved iii school."
At Allen Hall, there is
no doubt to the residents
that Tom Williams is involved in school, especially
sports.
Williams was the
trainer for an intramural
basketball team, "All ’n
All," the B league champs,
and plays on an intramural
softball team, the ASO
Beavers, aside from his
golfing.
But Williams’ favorite
sport is that of having fun.
One time, he took the
door off the girls’ bathroom
in the dorm, tossed the
screws out the window and
deposited the door on the
third floor for the residents
up there to catch the
blame.
Another time, he
turned all the peepholes in

the doors around so people
could see into the rooms
from the hall.
Another time...
- -

SUMMERTIME
EASY -ROCK
FESTIVAL
at West Valley College
Wednesday, May 24, 1978
9:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.
Campus Center Green-Free
Admission
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Would rather slick with track

Kens hammers the gridiron
By Pete Cavaghan
"In football you don’t
have to think for yourself.
You just wander around
and do what they tell you."

fairly intense when you are
throwing
Loe hammer)
but it is vally relaxed
when you’re not. There is
no one around to pound you
on the head."

Although some people
may argue with this
statement, they would be
foolish to argue with its
author, Coleman Kells.

Kells came to SJSU
with awesome credentials
in both sports. win track,
he was a standout in the
shot put and discus for
Fullerton
College,
a
perennially strong team in
the South Coast Conference.

Nicknamed "House"
by SJSU assistant track
coach Don Riggs, Kells,
two-sport athlete, is 6 feet
6-1/2 and weighs 275 after
losing 50 pounds.

But his biggest feats
came on the gridiron at FC.
Fullerton had wo% fuof
national championships
under Coach Hal Sherbeck
and held the national
record of 48 games without
a loss in the late 60s, incredible for a two-year
school.

Kells, a senior, throws
the hammer for the track
team and last fall completed his second season as
an offensive tackle for the
Spartan football team.

"I don’t care for
the attitude in
football.
You
have
to
be
macho,
rough,
cuss."

Kells and SJSU
teammate Bobby Sims
anchored a line at
Fullerton which opened
holes so wide that one ball
carrier set a single-season
rushing record of nearly
1,000 yards in 10 games for
a pass-oriented team.
The "other" back in
the backfield averaged
seven yards per carry.
These backs are now obscured.

"I just really like the
game:: Kells said of
football. "I hate practice. I
don’t care for the attitude
around football. You have
to be macho, rough, cuss.

Kells was not selected
in the recent National
Football League draft, but
was contacted by the 49ers
prior to it.

"When you’re playing
a football game it is a
really intense feeling. It’s

Coleman Kells
"The 49ers were
talking to me," Kells said.
"But they traded for two
offensive linemen, plus
they have four returning
starters. They’re only
going to keep three tackles.
"I wouldn’t have had
too much of a chance. I’ll
be going to the NCAAs.
(track meet in Eugene,
Ore., June 1). I would have
to give up track to get in
shape for camp. Alsc, if I
turn pro, I can’t throw the
hammer, except in limited
meets."
Kells indicated he
would rather stick with
track and concentrate on
doing well in the national
meet this year.
Kells started the year
with a lifetime best in the
hammer of 176 feet-plus.
However, he has upped

that to 194 feet this year
and had a foul throw of 204
feet.
"Now I know upstairs I
can throw 204 feet but I
don’t know if I can produce
it this season," Kells said.
"I want to break 200
legally. That is good for an
American. I guess in
Europe it’s good for a 12yearold.
"I’ve thrown all this
year," Kells said of his
rapid improvement. "Last
year I was in spring
football. It will be interesting to see if I can
keep improving in big leaps
next year.,

"I might get the
urge and walk on
-- maybe after a
year of working
hard."
"I’m going to keep
throwing," Kells said. "If
you’ve got the time, you
mnight not reach your peak
until you’re 30, but usually
you have to go out and find
a job, unless you are really
good. You can always find
a way if you’re the best."
While at Fullerton,
Kells weighed about 325
pounds.
-The scale
wouldn’t weigh any more
than 320 so that was what

we figured."
Kells, "slimmed
down" to 275, wants to shed
10 or 15 more pounds for
next season.
"I want to go for
strength and throw two or
three times a week. I want
to stay on the West Coast,
but the job situation might
change that."
Kells, a busines major,
still has some interest in
football, but has pretty
much ruled it out for this
year, in favor of trying to
place in the NCAA meet.
"I might get the urge
and walk on - maybe after
q year of working hard. But
by then, I might have lost
all interest, I’ll just wait a
year and see."
There seems to be a
lack of enthusiasm on
Kells’ part when it comes
to football. He must
discipline himself to work
on the hammer. No one
pushes track people like
football coaches push
gridders. One makes or
breaks it on his own.
Kells has the selfdiscipline in the hammer,
which has been shown by
his rapid improvement.
But as for football, the
practices don’t have appeal.
"I just like the
games," Kells mused.
"Maybe I could go into
intramural football..."

A Reggie
candy bar.

the great George Herman
( Babe) Ruth.
It won’t be known for
some time whether the
fickle public will make the
Reggie! bar a snack-time
addiction, but millions may
be sold on curiosity alone.

Jackson

That’s right. The
Reggie bar, a peanut and
caramel confection named
a:ter the New York
Yankees’ slugging outfielder, makes its Bay Area
appearance in mid-May.

One buyer will be one
of Jackson’s greatest fans:
Pete Rose of the Cincinnati
Reds.

If advertising outla3,is
proportionate to sales,
Standard Brands’ latest
candy will surpass Baby
Ruth and Butterfinger as
the
company’s
most
popular product.

-Sure, I’ll buy it to see
what’s it’s like," Rose said
recently while his team
visited San Francisco.
Rose said there was
’no jealousy" because
Jackson’s name will appear on the candy bar.

Standard has more
than doubled its advertising budget, obviously
expecting the Reggie! bar
to become a hot-selling
item. Nearly $3.5 million
will be spent on a media
blitz covering national
major
television,
newapapers and radio.

"Reggie had a great
World Series. He deserves
it," Rose said. "Reggie’s a
nice guy. He sent my kid a
case in spring training."
Rose was asked if he
would have had a candy
bar named after him if he
worked in New York.

Jackson is one of only
two baseball players to
terve a candy bar named
after him. Hall-of-Famer
Ty Cobb was the first, but
that brand has long
disappeared.

"You never know," he
!raid uncommittingly.
The mop-haired third
baseman
exchanged
catches with a teammate
before revealing a Cincinnati candy company is
naming a chocolate drink
after him.

Baby Ruth was actually named after a
daughter of President
Grover Cleveland and not

II1EV

"It’s called a Can of
Pete. That’s P-E-T-E,"
said Rose, failing tc, convince
several
eavesdropping Reds.
The man who helped
Rose to several ba ting
titles,
Coach
’fed
Kluzewski, also said ae’d
be a likely Reggie! bar
buyer.
"I’d be curious to see
what it’s like," the portly
instructor said.
’But it s not important
whether I buy it," he added, looking toward the
stands. "It’s whether thsy
buy it."
only
cn
Based
statistics. Kluzewski said a
number of players in his
day deserved the honor of
having a candy bar named

1

after them.
"Mays...Aaron...Musial...They all deserved it,"
Kluzewski said. "But it’s
more than just statistics.
You have to have
charisma."
One local player with
that certain charisma is
Gary Alexander.
Talkative and talented,
the Oakland A’s designated
hitter has what it takes to
become marketable. A few
years from now, anyway.
"A candy bar named
after me? I don’t think so,"
he said. "Not until I
become popular and make
the kind of money he
Jackson) is making."
Alexander thought it
over and smiled.

SAE, behind the strong pitching of
John "Moose- Musgrave, took the men’s
fast-pitch softball intramural title for the
third consecutive year, beatring Individual No. 7-6, in 10 innings.
SAE jumped off to a 2-0 in the top of the
first, but Individual No. 0 rallied for three
in the second. A single tally by SAE in the
fourth tied the contest at 3, where it stayed
until SAE apparently wrapped up the
contest with four runs in the lath.

The win was the third in three tries for
SAE against Individual No. 0 this year.
ATO topped ASO Beavers in the men’s
slow -pitch final, 7-4, scoring six runs in the
first two innings before ASO Beavers
fought back to within two with a four-run
fourth inning. Mistakes cost the ASO
Beavers dearly, as four of the second inning ATO runs were the result of errors.
ATO beat ASO Beavers, 8-7, earlier
this season.

However, Individual N. t) came back
with three in the bottom of th, inning, and
thrown out at
had the potential tying
the plate.

Golden Gloves scored five runs in the
second and made them stand up, winning
5-3 over WOW to gain the co-ed title, for the
third straight year.

"SAE has been dominating the fastpitch league for the past three years,"
stated Node Mitchell, intramural softball
director.

WOW"S comeback fell far short, as
one run in the sixth cut the gap to 5-1 before
a two-run seventh to make the final tally 5-

WOULDN’T YOU

REALLY
RATHER HAVE

THIS
ELVIS
COSTELLO
YEAR’S MODEL?

Reggie! bar may surpass Baby Ruth
By Rich Freedman
What can be sweeter
than a Reggie Jackson
swing’

SAE, ATO, ’Gloves’
win softball playoffs

"Yeahhh...the Alex
Bar!" he exclaimed,
breaking into laughter.
Alexander may be
through with baseball by
the time Standard Brands
is through with Jackson.
The Yankee superstar has
a 10-year contract with the

THE SECOND
ALBUM ON COLUMBIA
RECORDS AND TAPES
PRODUCED BY NICK LOVVE

candy company, five more
years than the original pact
he signed with New York.
As for the star of the
television ads, who else but
Jackson?
"It has a rich caramel
center, lots of fresh roasted
peanuts and a super
chocolate center," says
Jackson in his TV spot.

.ittIO highet

.r.gt.

"Reggie," he continues, "The candy bar
named after me."
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SJSU, Broncos
face in playoffs
The Spar du; placed
five
men
on
the
All+ Conference
team
while SJSUs Gene Menges
was named the league’s
Coach of the Year.
The NCBA’scoaches
selected catcher Rick
Lane, shortstop Randy
Johnson, outfielder Tony
Biondi and pitchers Randy
Raphael and Russ Hayslip
as
representatives
frornSJSU.

54116

11. is
time on
the allttleai,
quad for all
five Snarl.,
Ron
I ’.’911, the
league’s trt hitter from
from PresFresno State.
Most Valuable Player for
the secont1 straight year
while beidg picked as the
hest first baseman.
Joining Johnson from
Fresno on the dream team
was outfielderTim Painton
and designated hitter
JimRothord.

41111111111101
pho. by Rosy 1 hoe
Northern California Baseball Association title toincarrov and
Sunday.

:x-student plays Giant role
is diamond publicity writer

By Doug Reiton
Former SJSU student
lph Nelson has always
nted to make a living
professional
ound
seball. As the assistant
ector of publicity for the
n Francisco Giants, he is
,ng just that.
"I’ve wanted to be in
seball my whole life,"
el Nelson, 23, a public
ations major. "I love
seball more than
ything in the world."

Nelson began working
,und baseball as an
pire while he was atding Santa Clara High
MI. "I started out
-king Pony League, Colt
igue and then high
ool baseball," explains
ph. "I advanced rapidly
I when I was 19 years old
was umpiring major
,ege baseball. I was in
,ege and I was umpiring
,ege baseball, which as I
lerstand it, is uncedented."
At this point, Nelson
I to make a decision
ween umpiring and
iege. "I had two opis," he says. "I could
’e gone into umpiring,
ch I really enjoyed. I
; told that I could make
) the big leagues within
7 years.
Instead, I
ided to stay in college
take up journalism and
lic relations."
After two years at
U, Nelson contacted the
nts and began doing
uiteer work for them.
Itanned to turn it into an
rnship once summer
le," he explains, "but
he time summer camel
, hired. I came here at
proper time because it
, when there were a lot
jobs opening up. Bob
ie had just bought the
club and a lot of people
e moving around."
Nelson has several
es in his role with the

organizations, the publicity
director and the assistant
publicity director split the
travel. In our situation I do
all of it. I was marred last
February and it is a little
tough with all the
traveling, but it is so
educational that
really
enjoy it."
Nelson’s job a: a year
round one. Durini, the off
season, among other
things, he he’.ps put
together the Giams’ media
guide and aiso the
programs which ore sold at
the games.

Giants. He handles all of
the publicity tasks that
pertain to the baseball
team itself. "My job is to be
very close to the team and
to be very knowledgeable
of baseball," he says. "I
take care of all statistics,
which are a large part of
baseball publicity because
there are a lot of notes
which
come
from
statistics.
"I put out a publication
every game day of about
four sheets which includes
a page of major league
standings and information
on other major league
games. Attendance information is another sheet.
Another sheet includes all
the statistics which are
updated every day, and the
final sheet is a page of
notes which the alders
often use in their stories."
During the game,
Nelson is in charge of the
pressbox at Candlestick
Park. It is also his job to
keep a record of every
pitch and to be extremely
aware of what is happening
down on the field.
In addition to these
tasks, Nelson is the public
address announcer at
Candlestick. "The public
address announcing is a
side job," he explains. ’’It
is very rare for a publicity
person to do that, but I find
it helps me concentrate on
a game."
On the road, Nelson is
the only person from the
Giants’ front office who
travels with the team,
other than the traveling
secretary. He says his job
on the road is "basically
the same as at home,
how ever, it is a much
easier pace."
As to the traveling,
Nelson says, "I enjoy it,
although in the future, I
would like to split it with
most
In
somebody.

During his two years
with the Giants, Nelson has
become close to several of
the Giatns’ players. Of his
relationship with the
ballplayers Nelson says,
"This is a very unique
situation in that I am a
front office person and
there is usually a certain
relationship that d front
office person establishes
with the ballplayers.
"The reason my
situation is unique is
because of my age. lam 23,
which is about the age of
most of the players. After a
game you like to go out and
have a beer and I’m not
going to go out with the
coaches or the writers who
are in their 50s and 60s. As
a result, I ended up
spending a lot of time with
the players.
"I am gradually
pulling away from this
though," he continues,
"because there is an
economic difference. The
players are, of course,
making much more money
than lam. In addition, they
are irresponsible because
they have never had to
work. They like to go out
late at night and they don’t
understand when I tell
them I have to get back to
my room to get some
paperwork done.

The Associated Students Program Board would like to
apologize
for the postponement of Peter Samelson’s Residency
originally
scheduled for late April this year. The postponement
was due to problems we encountered on scheduling proper
facilities,
and was in no way the fault of Mr. Samelson.

WATCH FOR THE PETER SAMRSON
MIME AND MAGIC RESIDENCY
HERE AT S.J.S.U. IN EARLY
OCTOBER 1978
Have a great summer!
The Associated Students Program Board

"For the most part
though, they’re super
guys," he adds. "I have one
best friend and that is Marc
Hill, our catcher. He’s
probably my best friend in
the world, let alone of the
ballplayers."
Nelson feels one =fortunate thing about his
relationship with the
players is that sometimes
he gets close to a player
and it hurts when he gets
traded away. Giving an
example he says, "Dave
Heaverlo is one of the finest
people I know in the entire
world and he is now gone to
Oakland in the Vida Blue
deal."
Nelson, thrilled with
his job says, "It is exactly
what I’ve always wanted to
do. The only drawback to
the whole thing is that I had
to leave college to take it."
He does want to graduate,
however, and he plans to
finish his schooling during
the next few fall semesters
when his work with the
Giants is not so heavy.

AMEIR

Giants travel
southwnrd
The S n Francisco
Gia as travel tc Ls
Angeles tot lignt ’amt.,: the
a
Dodgers
toe Oro
tire( 0,ane series
coult cost the Gianis the
National ’,el Due Western

baseball team
will hoot Unr,
of
Santa Clara tomoadw at
noon in Municipal Stadium
in the first game of a bestof-three series for the
Northern
California
Baseball Association
championship and the right
to meet southern champ
CSU-Fullerton for a spot in
the NCAA playoffs.
The Spartans, 40-24 on
the year, will send
righthander
Randy
Raphael 111-5
to the

mound in search of a firstThe
game triumph.
Broncos will likely counter
with Rick
Roley, a
righthand r who no-hit the
Spartans earlier this
season.
University of Santa
Clara made the playoff
Wednesday by defeating
Fresno State Univesity two
out of three games in a
makeup series that
ttie filet half tit1-. The
-psi ...ins won the second
15-3 slate,
natf with
lesivi.1; the rest of the field
gomes ba
to
ilk series inSanta Clara Sunday at
noon, with Russ Hayslip,
10+1, another righty,
slated to go for the Spartan
nine.
Should there be reason
for a third game, Coach
Gene Menges indicated
he’d sent yet another
righthander, Dave Nobles,
10-2, to the hill.

eecided

URGENT

e* -

n Addiego, Spartan ,nfielder, beats a throw to first base.
diego and the rest of the Spartans take on Santa Clara for the

Concluding the all8star
club were: SkeeterRivas,
second
Clara,
Santa
base: Frank Convertinoand
Sean Evertor., Santa
Calar a outfielders; Rick
Foley, pitcher, Santa
Calara, andSyd Church ,
UOP
Fresno State’s Bob
Bennett was named the
rookie of the year.

Rape victim needs information

from any student who perked in the
garage at 9th San Fernando at
any time during the Fail semester
1978. Call collect (415) 36.,-;300

ALI
The Giants
rnmain in
or.e of thre
front iLIII, Oodt;
the Cincinnati Reds,

THE SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
Assr,ciated Students Program Board
AND

GMAT
AVE .1111CLit
PRESENTS

166 S., 1,, 51 )94 1100

FRIDAY
LAST NIGHT
Si. PREMIERE
RINALDO AND CLARA
7:15
film by
BOB DYLAN

UNIVERSITY NIGHT
SATURDAY, MAY 27th
SPECIAL ADMISSION PRICE FOR ALL S.J.S.U.
STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF, ALUMNI & FAMILIES

SAT.SUN
TWO BY
INGEMAR
BERGMAN
DON’T FORGET
OUR SUNDAY
MATINEE
SUMMER FILM’S
INCLUDE:
TURNING POINT
SATURDAY NIGHT
FEVER
Wentmullsn’,
A NIGHT FULL
OF RAIN
BLUE COLLAR
FANTASIA
WHICH WAY IS UP?
WOODY ALLEN FILMS
JAMES BOND FILMS
1900
JULIA
ANNIE HMI

AND A WHOLE
LOT MORE!

NEW FILM
SCHEDULES
AVAILABLE
IN THE
STUDENT
UNION
AND AT THE
THEATRE!

50

per person
ages 4 and above

SPECIAL PARTY FROM 4 PM TO MIDNIGHT
Mix -in with General Public from 4 pm to 8 pm
Private Party from 8 pm to midnight for colleges only
Children 3 and under admitted free
Beer and wine available at Park

Featuring:
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY JAZZ BAND
STANFORD MARCHING BAND
Tickets Available At:
Associated Students Business Office
or
Phone 277-2731 or 277-2807

LIMITED TICKETS AVAILABLE
PLEASE NOTE: To offer this special "Mixer" we must guarantee a minimum number of
tickets sold. If, on May 19th, this minimum is not sold, the "Mixer" must be cancelled.
However all tickets sold for May 27th will be honored during normal Marriott’s hour;, 10
am to 8 pm. For more information call 277-2807.
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1978: Campus controversies return

Bakke and bomber dominate news
(Continued from P gel)
At last, the announcement for which
some had been waiting
months finally came on the
morning of Feb. 17.
Bunzel, in a hastily
called press conference,
announced his resignation,
effective Aug. 31, to take a
position as a senior
research fellow at the
Hoover Institution at
Stanford university.
After eight tumultous
years at SJSU, the Ivy
League scholar is returning to the academic life he
craves.
Burzel’s alleged
inaction on the parkma
problem led directly to the
inception by the city
council Of a preferential
parking ban to the east of
UJaU.
The area affected runs
from 12th to 17th streets,
bordered by San Fernando
Street and Interstate 280.
The ban originally
permitted only residents
with parking stickers to
park on the streets from I
p.m. to 8 p.m. Monday to
Thursday and 1 p.m. to 4
a.m. on Friday.
l’he ban was voted in
during the summer and
student commuters were
faced with a dilemna from
the first day of school with
enrollment at its all-time
high more than 26,000and most of them commuters.
The university immediately took the ruling to
court. On Sept. 7 the court
granted a temporary
restraining order against
the ban until the next
hearing, Sept. 23.
When the matter went
back before the bench, the
judge ruled in favor of the
rity, upholding the perferential ban.
All hopes for appeal
were dashed a week later
when the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld a similar
perferential packing ban in
Arlington, VA
jr. .laiidau a, students
returning to school faced
another problem, but a
slight solution. Ban hours

PERMITTARKING
ONLY
MON-THURS
1 PM i’iPM
FRI
1PM To 4PM
svpo
photo by Kurt Ellison
These signs went up east of campus after the son
Jose City Council voted for a preferential i.iirk.-41
ban.
had been lengthened but percent opposed it.
Commuting students
extra parking spaces were
thought the parking ban
available on campus.
The first floor of the was a crime, but it was a
10th street garage, for- minor one relati% to the
merly faculty parking, was sensational crimes comopened to student parkers, mitted on campus during
and faculty members were the fall semester. ,
Spartan
Bookstore
given spaces on Seventh
and Ninth streets on manager Harry Wineroth
and his wife became
campus.
During the early stages SJSU’s first-ever kidnap
of the ban fight emotions victims, according to
were high and a pitched University Police.
Wineroth and his wife
battle was being waged.
Aiaiost 10,000 local were taken from their
homeowners and students home at about 11:30 p.m.
signed petitions, protesting Sept. 7 and driven to the
bookstore in the Student
the ban.
A Spartan bai iy survey Union.
The kidnapper led
of the affected neighborhoods .:SIO ed 42.5 them in, had Wine roth open
percent of the homeowners the only safe not wired to
favored the ban, while 50 an alarm system, then

photo by Al Dongerheld
This map in October, showed the locations of rapes and attempts near SJSU.

bound the couple and made
off with 63,700.
The kidnapper is still
at large and is believed to
have committed a similar
at
kidnap -robbery
California State University
at Fullerton.
The first bomb found
on the campus in 10 years
was discovered Dec. 5 in
Duncan Hall in a shoebox.
was
building
The
evacuated after University
Police received a phone
call about it, one of five
bomb threats made that
day to them.
That night another
e exploded in an ins, .:?tor’s ,.ff ice, causing
minor damage.
Two days later, police
arrested Larry Allan Suite
and charged him with
planting the two bombs,
making bomb threats and
having the materials to
make the bomb. He is still
on trial in Santa Clara
County Superior Court.
The 1977-78 A.S.
Council had some scandal
of its own, in the form of
Jerry Krantz, A.S. Winter
Carnival chairman. A.S.
gave Krantz $3000 for the
ski trip to Mt. Bachelor,
Ore., on the condition the
money would be repaid.
The deadline A.S. gave
Krantz to bring in the
records and rer eipts
passed withoet turn haning
in the money Krants said
he wanted to make the A.S.
Council "sweat a little."
The council is still
deciding what legal action
to take against Krantz.
Even .hough the
council has not yet decided
what to do about Krantz, it
was a very active body
numerous
passing
resolutiors, ranging from
urging a boycott of
Ugandan coffee to trying to
withdraw their funds from
Bank c’. America in protest
of ti..e uank’s interests in
apartheid South Africa.
The two biggest
resetations the council
passed were calling for
Bunzel’s resignation and,
in a close vote, coming out
against the Bakke decision.
The Bakke case was a
rallying cry for college
students the likes of which
has not been heard since
the invasion of Cambodia
in April 1970.
SJSU had its share of
anti-Bakke protests and
rallies, usually winding up
at Tower Hall, with the
protestors, usually the
Revolutionary Students
Brigade, calling Bunzel a
racist for his stand
defending Bakke. Bakke is
the white medical school
hopeful who ciaimed he
was discriminated against
when he was denied admission to the Univeity of
Californa.
t
vts
medical school when "less
minority
qualified"
students were admitted
under a special program.
In one rally at Tower
Hall, the RSB chanteds at
Bunzel from outside the

photo

building, then chained and
locked the front dacrs of
the ivy-covered brick
building.
In the next rally at
Tower Hall, radicals tried
to get up to see Bunzel on
the second floor, but the
door in the stairway was
locked.
The RSB was th sarted
protestor
ore
until
produced a key. Possession
of a state key by anyone but
a state employee is a
misdemeanor.
the
rally,
After
University Police tried to
get warrants for two
persons, one for having the
key
which still hasn’t
been found and one for
throwing a sign at a
wiiversity special services
officer.
The RSB may have

fall
the
considered
semester a good sa.(14011 for
them, but it wasn’t one for
the SJSU Spartan football
team. It limped its way
through a 4-7 season,
following a 7-4 mark and a
PCAA championship in
1976.
Defections weie the
narae of the game for the
team. Three players left
the squad tight ends Vic
Rakhshani and Larry
Cragin, and tailback J.J.
Johnson and two came
back, Cragin and Johneon.
Rakhaliani was hurt
since spring practice and
hadn’t played a down of
football all year. For his
"efforts," he was rewarded
a by United Press International, being named
to the All-West Coast team,
as an honorable mention.

OL’

The SJSU Library has
announced summer hours
for 1978.
The library will be
closed Memorial Day
weekend, May 27,28 and 29.
From May 30 to June 2, it
will be open from 8 a.m. to
;p.m.
During the three-week
es nmer session, June 5
through 23, the library will
be open Monday through
Friday from 8 am. to 5
p.m. and closed Saturday
and Sunday.
August 28 through 30,
the hours will be 8 a.m. to 5

kPitio4
se-,s
voit

330NA-ram

The stickers placed
fourth in the nationals,
while the basketball team
made it to the first round of
the regional play offs before
being bumped off by a
of
University
strong
Nevada-Reno team.
Individually, golfer
Andrea Gaston finished
first in league championships, while gymnast

p.m., Sat, Ays from 9
a.m. to 50.3.1. and closed on
Sundays.

p.m. and regular libraa
hours will resume Thar
sday, Aug. 31, the first day
of instruction for fall 1978.
The second three- week
session, Aug. 7 through 25,
the library will be open
Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
closed on Saturdays and
Simes.vs.

OL’

3 1/2

tliufhrtY

KINKO’S
1.2 iS.31.4treel
20. 0
Also at
041 E.SanCarlia St
295.5511

Best gas in town
At the cheapest prices
GASOLINE
MOTOR OIL

Ith & Phelon
245 Keyes

OPEN

7

MON-THU- R ’4711,
SATURDAY (1;..
19..MID.

A wEEI-c.,
DAYS
FRIDAY 7,
MIDNIGH I
SI ,INDAY

10

espresso- cap puccirp-fine teas - soups
hot axca-onk cider. on% juice
firsh fiva siltulsoda’,

vet,

SERVICE FAOM A CRE.. WHO APPRECIATES YOU

*also-food to go

330 S.TENTI I
19

A SHOR1 WALK AWAY, AND WE’RE DEDICATED
TO MAKING IT WORTH YOUR WHILE

Cjttre4a

10th & Taylor
(diesel)
4th E Williams

NOW
29"70 5ERVIlla

00 east san carlos s
COURTYARD
SEATING II
-2 -

C

SPARTAN
STATIONS

other plelable dcliglts

tto

Throughout the topsyturvy school year, in spite
of what events happened,
the school was still
basically the same
students came and went
from classes, took midterms and final exams.

get "GASSED" Wtgl

The six-week session,
which runs from June 26
through Aug. 4, has the
library open Monday and
Tuesday from 8 a.m. to 9
p.m., Wednesday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 5

The Spartan baseball
team, recorded its best
season ever, breaking the
’.0-win mark with the
playoffs still to come, and
taking the second-half title
in their conference.

COPIES

SANDWICITES, SAIUIDS

,o0i4
00
06"cc\’’fotciP,

The women’s fencing
team
won
an unprecedented
fourth
straight national champioliship. The women’s
basketball, field hockey
and golf teams all went
undefeated in league play.

Kais Klepfer finished first
in all events and was the
Nor Cal overall individual
champion.
It was business as
usual for slosh Uchida’s
judo team, as tue judokas
captured their 17th straight
national championship, an
unmatched feat.

PHONE IN ORDERS Al SO

;ill., 11 \ 111

330 SW \HI

1977-78 was a banner
year for women’s sports,
with eight of the 10 teams
winning league championships

SJSU library announces
summer session schedule

IN SAN JOSE

se44
, feteA

Br.n Holy

The SJSU women’s fencing won an unprecedented tiourtn stru:oht notional championship in 1978.

E
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classifieds
announcements
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN Enroll
now! Information available at
the A.S. Officer, phone 371 6111,
PSI, Graduate School of
Professional Psychology AP
plications are currently being
accepted for our Ph D. program
in
Clinical Counseling
Pe/00109Y- Existential hums
nistk emphasis. State approved
for professional license Write
for free brochure, current
catalogue SI. Or. George
Muench, director Dr Peter
Kikestenbaum. clean PSI. $OO
College Avenue, Palo Alto. CA
94306,
PAST LIFE REGRESSIONS
A guide meditative process
which allows you to exper,c.ke
your on
res. You become
aisar. jl tilt patterns that
grvert. our urreii
e
.iain a
preside and vOki
of the
clear,. in i stand.’
contlni
Ic ano Inc in
dividuai soul xopose. This
experiC
. you to open a
better Cr .iinf. oetween the
Subconsc l,,Ut and conscious
levels o. the per cisality.
cot.
Sessions
10 by
Mil
Waldman ane,
Donna
snusson at ’tie Family of
Man Center in San Jose. Cost is
14110. students. Call 293 1715 or
i :!.117fOr appointment.
PERSONAL COLOR ANALYSIS
for rmn and women. Wear
colors tat entiance your colors.
. ..ve yco a palette of about 70
mote M a set of 500 possible.
r, makeup, metal and
sty* counseling Included. 035
complete. By appointment.
Inquire, 247 2504 wknds., and 5.‘
eves. You’ll never have to make
a clothes mistake again.
WR IT Its 3 PROBLEMS?
TERM Ps PER BLUES?
The Wr ’mg Lag can help you.
Come to ED 279 and give us a
chance bring all your material
as early as you can before your
paper Is due. We won’t put ideas
in your head or words in your
mouth, but we will help you
organize your ideas in your own
words. Best of all WS free.
English Writing Lab ED 229.
Phone 12717 3149.

KODAK FILM. paper, chemicals,
projectors and equipment All
COST plus 10 percent!. Sample
PROCESSING
prices
Kodachrome and Ectachrome,
135 36. 1340, 135 10, 5201. UPS.
and
wisliges
KitJ 400
replacement roll.S7. 025 and 64.
13336 film. 52.96. VPS 135.36.
$1 53. 135,20. 01 Pt 100 ft.. 09.57.
PAPER: Polycontrast SW. 100
11,17’s. $14.95; RC 1001010.
$19.20, Ecklacolor 74 RC 100
axle. S26.96 Ttwie are but few
of the many items we carry. Cali
Creative
uS at 749 2456.
Photography, 1900 Lafayette,
Santa Clara, CA 95050 We also
do weddings and portraits at
reasonable rates. Call NOW!
’75 KAWASAKI 175 stunt or dirt.
2300 miles. Perfect condition
5495 Call 224 7371
HODEL WATERBED, queen We,
less than 1 yrold $23. Call Beth
at 296 1593.
MOTORCYCLE
Rare wheels for rare person.
Electric motorcycle, 35 mph, 2530 mi/c hares 5275. 2474004.
NEW Campagnolo bike Parts
Record brake set normal reach.
complete Record road pedals
Record front Nuovo record rear
derailleurs widowntube levers.
All for $165 or trade for Campy
crankset and other parts. Call
Dennis Miller at 246 9222 or 263.
2623.
Interested in the ad above MN? Get
the money you need by selling
your used books for 60 percent at
the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,
May 15.26.
73 KAWASAKI 175 F7 Endure. 1,500
mi. 21" front whl. knobbles, exc.
cond. $300. Call 257-9526.
Must sell Moving. Sofa, exc. cond.
Mar best offer. f123.7892.
PORTABLE
SM1TH.CORONA
(Used).
TYPEWRITER.
Manual, needs cleaning. $30.
Call 777 8721 after 3 p.m.
CAP, GOWN, HOOD -MASTER’S,
WORN ONCE $15. 3164727.

help Wanted
Join
"BALLET
BARRE:"
Done/8111e Co
-Op. 2905 Park
Ave. 1,1 ST. U. 2481567. 8:30pm
T. est, 10em Thurs. $25 yr.
"r.ONKEY"...ill the father of 9
kittens! Two are Siamese like
mom and some all blk. or grey.
Trained and adorable. Good
horn** On ly 295-8594 after r
MEDICAL SCHOOL OP, I’
HEW, .. ’IC ’,if
Utast*
L-.
i
FOR INFO. (411111231101.-’
SPARTAN BOOKS’, ORE will
buy back Used books (required
for n yl svmesti r1 for 60 per
cent. May 1526.

automotive
AM/Fi ,
il
’72 CA I .
redia/4. Perfect f >nd All CT
SilE. $2,500/offer. 251 4763.
’74 Mustang II auk , great
$2800. 2:9-9534 4ir5. Ark
Theresa.
’72 CAPRI 2003 AM FM radio, of
cone
R Li. s very
Aslung$1495. Graham 289 i.17
’71 TOYOTA C ’Fel LA AM K
Cassette. Clean in/cut. MO.
best offer. Z ’ ’1227-3360.
’66

01.
CHEVELLE Jdoor.
nost 011er.
running cond. $as
Call 226-6159.

’72 VEGA GT Hatchback, runs
great. New clutch. $65000 or
best offer. Must sell 264.2570
lateeves. or 14151 657-5683 leave
message.
: ’65 VW Rbh Heads, good tires, good
engine. fair WY and good int
54130. 294 4427.
’71 HONDA EXPRESS. 650101 , new
condition 0750, 226 6509 ’73
PINTO RUNABOUT, many
extras (paint. AM FM tape,
radials. factory indicts, gauges
and more) 224 8606 or 2663170
’66 YOLKS BUS with 1976 Engine.
Good Coed Set up for camping
MAO/offer 226 1573 alter forn.
DATSUN 5111 WAGON. R and H.. 4
spd., good enqine. $1.700/offer
295 6604
MAVERICK. WOO, new brakes. Call
Lisa or leave message In
evenings. 779.9433 or 27996011
’77

VW Cony
"Champagne
Edition" Loaded low mileage
$5,100.629 5256.

Looking for a new car? Get extra
cash fast by Selling your used
books for 60 percent at the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE, May
15 26.

for sale
DEAR STUDENTS. FACULTY
AND S’AFF Your insurance
man on the campus can take
care of all your insurance
needs AUTO, HOME. FIRE,
HEALTH if youare not already
with Sate Farm, call tor an
appointment at my office Or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus.
your home, my off Ice Let’s get
together and give you better
coverage foe less money CALL
MORY STAR, 153 3277 or 446
3649

WE NEED TEACHERS to teach
English conversation at
California Language Institute in
Japan, send resume and photo.
Tile
requirements
are:
American college graduate with
good personality and can stay a
minimum Of 2 yearS. About 25
hrs per week/SI,000 per month
Minimum. California Longue?,
Institute, etyma Mr, Ichiro
NoluireYemaha Bldg. IF, I 1.1
Uomachi, KokurakitaKu/Kit
akyushu. Fukuoka. JAPAN 102.
College students needing over $100
per week for part time work.
Flexible hours, must be neat,
have cr r and phone. Call Fuller
ens, 1.5. 2431121 for interview
appointment.

FLEXIBLE HOURS. GOOD PAY
Need nurses’ aides/ord. $150
/hr. LVN’s $5,62/hr. and RN’s,
$7/hr.
Some axperience
required. Call for ape. New
liargOOS Nurses Registry, 2775
Phrk Ave. S.0 c . 717-1749.
ATTN.
Psych . Rec. Therapy,
Social Welfare and Counseling
majors. Friends and Neighbors
Is part of S.C.A.L.E., a studentvolun Hem grogram On Campus.
Participating in Me Friends and
Neighbors progm involves
working with residents of the
ward and flare homes located
’or the SJSU campus. This is a
greet
opportunity
for
a
rewarding work experience.
Three units of credit are
available. Call Julie, 277 2187.
Girl’s Summer Camp Counselors:
SHADY LAWN FARM, 6255
Oilier Rd. Oakdale, Ca. 95361.
1709/ 847 1942. II wkS Wag Plus
rm ANT All specialists 20 yrs or
older Nonsmokers Engl. or
riding, horseback
west,
vaulting. swimminglARC. WSI.
CPR Senior Life), water skiing
news, kitchen, and housework,
chapel, second class dr. license.
IC
Crafts. lapidary,
gardens.
Couple
SALES OPPORTUNITY
wanted for weekend, retail
sales. Must work well with
people Salary and Bonus. 289
8451
AMUSEMENT PARK FUNI
Ride Operators, Food Service.
Sales Weekends, Easter Week,
Full time summer starting May
27th Apply in Person. F RON
TIER VILLAGE AMUSEMENT
PARK (E 0 E
DRIVER. Warehouse work.3/4 hrs,
daily, mornings or afternoons
Flexible hours tO fit school
Permanent and
schedule
through the summer. S1 .30/11r.
798 4900
Nurses Aides, part time, full time
M R. children Call 232 0824
SUMMER WORK interviews. Make
$2,500 this summer See the
in
country and have fun
terviews will be held Fr.dav.
5/5/711 in Pacheco Root,; of
Student Union at 1 p.m., 4 p.n1.
and 7p.m. Please boon time.
Summer lobs pointing house
leaflets or
numbers, dist
collecting 0301 an hour 247
6888
Asst
SUPER SUMMER SPOT
Chef at new age camp near MI
Shasta Call Gary 795 06,10

STOP V CI and earn $S do.ii,
Phone 415/656 6569
Chevron Service Station Attendent
02.75 per hour 3 openings
available One shift Mon Fro 7
am noon another shift noon 11
pm, also a weekend shift 690W
San Carlos S J.293-0100.
Babysitter
wanted
nights,
permanent work., yr old girl. I
yr. old bOy. Responsible,
references. Own car. 9944439.
Salesperson wanted
energetic,
articulate person needed tor
weekend sales WOrk 53 00 per
hOur or commission Call 189
8451.
Enjoy talking on the phone? Now
O. can earn money doing it
Eight telephone solicitors
needed in San Jose and Santa
Ufa 0300 per hour Call 774
3235
SUMMER JOBS!!!
Painting haulienas., distributing
leaflets, or collecting. 113.4/hr.
247.6166,
SUMMER WORK Why work? Live
it up this summer with the
money you receive selling your
used tocelts for 60 percent at the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE. May
15 26.
for
openings
IMMEDIATE
attendants to helP disabled
persons in home. Flexible
lIOLIM Call M F, 9.00 am 4 pm.
252-8980.
Center,
A.1.0.
Minimum wee. or more. No lee.
BOOST YOUR CAREER WITH
A JOB IN YOUR FIELD. Apply
now to work next school year on
campus with SCALE, a student
volunteer program. Coor
dinators are needed who like to
work was a variety of people and
are responsible. Positions are
open (1310 hrs/we in these
fields;
Recreation, Multi
Cultural Experience, Black
Arnerasian
Pride,
Pride,
Women’s Pride, Chicano Pride.
COME BY THE SCALE OF
FICE in the Student Programs
and Services Office (Behind the
Spartan Pub) or call 277.21e9.
VOLUNTEERS, over 21 years old
needed forahe Suicide and Crisis
telephone
Service, a 24 hr
hotline. Training provided. All
majors. Oneyear commitment
at I hours per week. Business
number, 279-6250.
SUMMER WORK
Nation Wide Corp has openings
in San Jose. Central Cal. and
Bay Area Pay cornensurate
ability.
Cash
with
your
scholarship to qualified
students. Call Mon. Thurs 124
pm only. 2641140 for interview
appointment.
MAKE YOUR
SCHOOL
VACT ION
PAY
Make your school varatinii pay.
Earn money for next semester
for your summer fun All office,
labor, teke.ticians, draftspeopte
and all technical jobs available
now. See us for jobs that 1i1 your
plans. Call for an appointment.
MANPOWER
Temporary Services. 741-4900.
An Equal OpporNnity Employer.
PBX OPERATOR. No experience
necessary. Must be available all
shifts 287 4422..

STUDENT NURSES. Full and part
time. Top pay. 1930112. 3444
Moorpark Ave., SJ.

NEED health nuts to demT, health
products Full or part time. 21111
9365

NEED attractive people to demo
new line of cosmetics Full or
Part Mlle 2009365

COMBINE interests in journalsirn
and mental health with a 140 09
campus for next school year
Position open for editor of the
newsletter for the Friends and
This
Neighbors program.
program works with board and
care residents in homes around
campus Applicant must have
an interest in mental health and
the welfare of the mentally
disabled. Position runs from
Sept-May. 15.70 hors/wk. Call
272.21119 or come by the SCALE
office loehind the Spartan Pub).
NEED overweight people to demo
guaranteed weight control
method Full or part time 288
9365.

CONSTRUCTION
Permanent Employment
and commercial
industriI
builder needs person with some
construction and engineering
ability for job as assistant
superintendent. Must be willing
to work with hangs, read Plans
and have leadership abilities.
Call Barry Swenson Con
struction. 7870246
STUDENTS Do you like being the
center of attention and having
the stage to yourself? EOM*
show off your talent demon
Orating unique and exciting
household Items In maior
department stores Excellent
opportunities ter Management
and rapid advancements Cal
Pam, 6668609 and don’t be
the answering
afraid of
Machine.
the
Mgfiline,
C011ag
arts/entertainment monthly,
position
ad
several
has
openings
20 percent corn
mission to start Call Tim, 793
376$ or write P 0. Box 965. Los
Gatos, CA 95030

housing

HOUSE/OUPLE X WANTED,
2
bdrm. up to 3260/m0.. by Mar
31st. Call 2929476. or 277 3171.
Ask for .1 Larkin
SJSU 1 bdrm 1172 bath apt Nice No
pets. $190101, and 1150 deposit
439 So. 4th St. Call 293.5070
FULL SECURITY BUILDING
Extremely large two bedroom
and two bath; w/w carpeting,
AE K ,
BBC),
courtyard.
recroom. pool table, parking,
two blocks from campus. k275.
Utilities bald. Chuck 991410
leave infissage.Novr and sum Ter.
SAN JOSE Residence Club Coed for
serious students. Linen and
maid service, kitchen facilities.
Courtyard with waterfall, grand
piano, frisk.. ping pong table.
pool table. lots of brick and
glass. Ever thing turn. 527/wk.
202 S. 11th Si Call office 279
9504
PRIVATE RM . one hall block to
SJSU, near Lucky’s. bus. 10 P
new. mak student 8arn 9pm
297-7679.
$17754 me. Nice 2 Bdrm apt to
share with female student or
working girl. Saratoga and HO.
Pool, dishwasher
Serious
student only. Call Sot la evenings
and weekends 211-7379,

tiedroom,
tea,.
lute apt $165 5185 mu plus OM
Near SJSU
All Oil
pa
Available 6.1 and 1 1 Non
smokers 2138 0356
Laving home needed for 2 friendly
hamsters Package deal cage
and accessories! Call 2716661.
EA-ST FOOTHILLS 2 rooms 1$120
and $1101 widi. bath UM pd
IC itch, ’,Wry and garden eh.
F plc . piano, T.V
Males
preferred 251 0437.
Apt. Summer rates. 3 blks to SJSU
PIUS utilities. Also available for
Fall. 209-8595.
Male or female roommate wanted.
Nice 2 bdrm 2 ba. in SC. 15 min.
from SJSU. Rent reasonable
998 0867
_
Reserve your fall apartment nowt
Deposit money available bY
selling used books for 00 percent
to the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE,
May 13 26.

lost and found
LOST Your money if you miss the
chance to sell your books for 40
percent at the SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE, May 15.26.

LOST: Gold "5" Chain Bracelet.
Sentimental value- reward. Cal
Ken*, 926-9289p m’s.

SUMMER Fall Rental Apts, Quiet
Mature students 3 bdrm., 2
bath, nice c! pan enyrnment,
prkng. 467 SoaIb see manager.
RESERVE NOW. Summer Fall
Application now open. Won’t
last. 230 E San Salvador (across
from Duncan Hail/. 2946028.
Ask J.B. or Jerry
DELIGHTFUL place to live on
campus Spacious ItIltdrOOMS,
large kitchen so/cupboard space
available. A/C. Renting for
summer months. Phone 293
3489. or 9981707.
SUMMER RATES: $245 and $265.2
and 3 bdrm , 7 ba. Avail 6/1.
Pool, laundry and parking 470
S 1110 St 287-7590

2 BORM, APT. Furn, STUDENTS
ONLY. 350S. 10th. 269-6922.
SMALL room . 565 Year round rate.
Kitchen priv. Microwave oven,
washer -dryer, parking, etc. This
is a small room Ira large hour 2
blocks from campus. Owned and
managed by students for
students, we have a mellow,
friendly, safe household This is
absolutely the most inexpensive
decent housing is SJ Soil you are
OW a 10.. saving money for a big
lost waiting out the
f hog
Summer. Or plain cheap Men
look us over. 570 So. 6th St or
call 279.9423 ask for Paul
References required.
.
_
Rent 2 harm, apt, furn,S145/m0. all
atil exceot ph. 3/4 ml. to state.
Summer only. 793-3829 of 1.0 pen.
I XOYE Males needed for summer or
summer/WI.
Home near
campus Approx. $65/mo. plus
slit Coil 297 5787. Never a dull
moment

SUMMER RCATAL. 2 bdrrn, turn.
apt. 5135 1140 rrio. 457 S. 91St. St.
2flv.9943.
190USEMATE wanted to share 5.
bdrm. T.’’, Jose house wIth pool.
$81 perm. Contact at 2270637
eves

3 ROOMS avaitable in 4 bdrrn.
house
June
1 end
Aug
Spacious
Close to SJSU
$97.50/mo. 263 32911.
SUMMER HOUSING
580/mo. single, SIO/mo. double.
Plenty of offstreet parking.
Laundry facilities, kitchen priv.,
foosball table. secure building
for male and female Call 279
9473 or come by 155 5 11t11 51
SUPER APT AVAIL to female.
Pool. sauna, jacuzzi and TWO
Orel area Own room $113/mo.
166 7591
LOOKING FOR 3 males who want a
quiet home to live in near school.
More info call 277 6571 or
1415/676,5439.
ORIGINAL 1923 CLASSIC. UMurn
1.1/2 bdrm. apt. Ideal for the
creative decOrator. Must be
deo. quiet and sober. $190/mo
One yr. IceSe. 551 553 S. 6th St.
293 069,
FOR RENT: 2 bdrm fury apt. SI75
no. QS So 10M St 2120290,
Female. roornMate. 2 Detrean apt
for summer. $110/Mo. and
utilities Barbara 295 6599. 1 bk.
from SJSU
Apt. to rent in exchange to. eve.
Work In residential care home
Call Mary, 279.9812.
Apt

I bdrm 2 Wks from SJSU
Large and clean Old bldg kept
up Off Street perking Avail 61
1/1 SIN/Call 6132221 early am

SUMMER SUBLET IN SCOTTS
VALLEY 15 min to Santa Cruz,
25 min to SJSU. No smog, no
fog Private bath Room with
view S14/ MO. Avail. AUG
SEPT (1) 438 4136. ALAN

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed
to share a house wilt 2 others
Area of Cottle and Santa Teresa
Call 225 7571 alter 4pm
ONE BDRM APT for rent S1503
rent. SIO0 deo Fury carpets, no
children or pets 633 5 Ilth 188
1474.394 7332 or 290 5409

GOING to be around the Bay Area
this summer? Yeah’ Well. why
don’t you watch the swinging
OAKLAND A’s? They’re great!
They &nerve your support, so
00 attend their games at the
Coliseum!!
MOTHER GOO’S Channel Message
Service Call for readings in the
area of
correctionalS
agridgeMentS
completings
soul partner connection
Call 279.4206.
Pharmacy intern, wife and 7 mo old
Child need 2 bedroom turn
housing Jun. 15 Sept. 15.5150 200
range.
Call
collect
to
Washington 15091 332 4620

ROBIN and SUE: To two goOd
friends. You finally made it to
commencements. Good Luck.
but we hate to see you go. Keep
In touch. MARY and VICKI.

GLADYS and WEASEL We made
It Con grab OLE shuns Let’s
whoop It up tonight? LIPS
BETH Don’t stay away forever I’d
like to talk to your more AA
JANN It’s almOSt over Did Al’ dot
Or what? You Mad MIS semeter
a new earSeriertre for we I’ll
never forget the fun times
Thanks. LOVe ya. MIKE

Does DAVE VALENIUE LA really
take -nice guy- Pills?

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Masters Reports Dissertations
Marianne ramberg 14081 356
1210 137 Escobar Ace. Los
Gatos 95030

DAN D The Spartan Pub will never
be the same without YOUr latent
at the piano You will be
missed!!! Toni

_
ROGER MORRiSSEY: Hopi*
Birthday’ Lone, PHIL

WI: Days spent with you are always
beautiful ones. My Love for you
is everlasting babes W2.

It’s our last semester NOON,
COngratulations! Tony Callega.
Hanel see yOu .allsurnmer.

002. Some things never change, like
yell and Me IL Y Pies, WI

thIS, pals.
1NNOCENTI It

Suzanne

is

STUDLEY: Sure am gonna miss you
Mrer the SUMMer "Rosie "
GARY, Dance your way through the
real world. Always!

WUMP. Hope you’ll ethoy your
birthday present we will! The
WASHBURN Gang
WANTED Male or female person to
share expenses on car trip to
Tulsa. Oklahoma or vicinity
Leaving May 25 or 26 Call
14081777 8708
HEY G
6! It’s been one hell of a
semester, but we’re moving
now, huh kids? Just wait till next
fall! I love you al, sisters!
DIANE
.
.
KAREN. Special Bulletin 1 have
just discovered that Texans and
New Yorkers CAN corn
municate with each Other See
v’all at the Paahly! RON

BolOre you go to the girl at that other
place 10 0,1 money, come to the
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE and
receive 60 percent for used
books, May 13.25.

Rich Freedman I’ll be in Texas this
Sinnrner licking wild honey.
Have a good SUMMer The MAD
Armenian,

UNWANTED
HAIR
removed
permanently. 235E. Santa Clara
Street, rm. ea 294-4499 Nan
Idle.

Ms Debra Mile. Are you alive and
well in S.J.? Or is TGIF
keepin’ you MO busy? Garrett
Jay.

LOOKING FOR MARRIAGE with
female, age is no problem. I
have a very minor voice defect.
If Interested, call: Brian at 2912308.

TO ALL MY FRIENDS, you know
who you are. SJSU would be just
another school without you!
Have a great summer. Love.
Toni.

JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign.
No experience
required
Excellent
pay.
Worldwide travel Summer job
or career Send 13.03 for in
formation SEAFAX. Dept. 8-9.
First and Laurel. Port Angeles,
WA 98362.

PEEKABOO. Hapy 19th from the
Markham Squids. We do it fill
we die! 007. Acey Dewy. logy,
Asshole. Lil Sal, Pool Dolphin,
The Cookie Monster. Custom,
Rambler, Hippie. S and K, The
Disco King and Wild Babe.

NORA S. is an "afrO" deSiaC. Love,
Y NOT

HEY JOHNTY You reached your
ultimate goal. congratulations.
Bent Sf luck. PHI DOLTS. X X0

services

Rent. cabin at TAHOE. 2 berms. at
40, Of Heavenly, weer clubs Sle3
wfLOSOwknd. 267-2697,
WANTED: 135mm and 270fmn. 4x5
lens or Speed Graphic lens
Good light meter wanted 264
2732.
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP, San
Jose First Church of the
Nazarene tias a group of single
young odults. Sunday 9:42
Clan/11am and opm Worship
Other activities Call 351.7374 for
information
WOMEN’S CONSIGNMENT
CLOTHING WANTED Quality
styles only. Call for an ap
pointment at 99110029 Tuesday
Saturday. Visit our unique
resale shop, ANGIE’S ATTIC at
555S. Second St. S.J.

MELWEN: Happy 111th Birthday!
I’ve gone through the eSCalm
hatch, but it’s still open. Lovee.
the Mad Wizard Valerie.

Connonseurs of THE HERBK.
Beware! The Paraquat Kid
from Woodland isle town.
Noreen* Baby Now that bOth sides
are visible what’s the con
elusion. G.J P.
Ron. Dan, Art, Bob. Chris. Pete.
Alan. Cliff, Don. Dave, Terry
and yes, you tog Steve. COngratS
on your graduation You’ll be
missed Come back and visit
YOU know where to fine me!
Love. the New Yorker.
_
Consul Kessler and Man of The Ye
Mark, Congrats to my big and
little bre! P.S. Where is my EW
and F album?
UNCLE CHUCKI
WUCKIE:
Congratulations! Sandy, Toni,
Betty. Boom. Farina, Barry,
Jock, Sue. Suzanne.
_
RICH FREEDMAN. You could be
arrested to grand theft in the
amount of all the ads you "put"
In Iseret I am now exposing you
as Batman. Love. Begirt

LOVE AND BE LOVED
HANDSOME
YOUNG.
ENGINEER SEEKS FEMALE
COMPANION PLEASE CALL
7200485 (EVENINGS)

Happy Birthday DENISE! The Big
20! How’s Davis in June? Hi
Courtney NANCY

TOMMY SALAMI Now the you’re
graduating. everyone knows
you’re something special. but I
already knew that Love. ACE

Happy Birthday DAD! Blue Devils
Forever Mike! HI Mom, Pete,
John, Jut. Sam. Heide Fish!
Love. NANCY

Congratulations CORKY! On being
selected as our "Dream Girl "
The men of THETA CHI

Tom and Greg What no iightbulbs?
Let the war begin We’ll smoke
YOU! You may soon play your
last Backgammon and Cribbage
games! We’ll drink to the
pennies! K and J

THE MAN ARMENIAN: What do
you call a conference of Ad
Men? "Close Encounters of the
Nerd Kind"
REWARD! $100 for information
leading to the return of property
stolen from
men’s P.E
iockerroom on Wed.. May 10
Call J Velem w at 2904511 or
277 3105 No questions asked
Property includes. 1 gold HS
class ring: 1 gold ring wipurple
stone, silver watch IR ADO), a
brass key ring with keys, 1 light
brown wallet wi I D.
LOVELY LADY
L.L., you sing your song wrout
words, will you be happy when
I’m silhouettes of your roads?
dilappearing in a Wrest
L
not so green, knowing my heart
hasn’t known feelings you’ve not
let be seen. L L., wails w/no
doors, will your heart pour In
sorrow, knowing you’re closing
me to all tomorrows. L L . your
eyes speaking not to 90 away.
moments of expression and
stay L L.. can you sing looking
at the memory, lonely in time of
idle reverie .knowing I was
once inside, forlorn now,
protraying no need of me I Love
You. E .A M.
Anyone
WITNESSES NEEDED
who Saw a car accident on April
26 around I 30 pm on the lop
level of the 71h St Garage in
volving a ’78 blue Mustang and
’65 Dodge PLEASE, please call
Lynn. colledt at 14151 538 9540
T G Good Luck on finals! I L Y, the
aloha cookie

DEAR SJSU I used lobe funny, now
I’m sarcastic Thanks a lot 577
01 1313

Brandon Secretarial Service
Professional typing Call 964
6592
TYPING Fast, accurate, and
reasonable loo Try me I’m in
West San 10Se Patty 984 1647

Raren and Floozy. Keep it in line
Even though I won’t be around
to make sure

CLB lobe. I love you. 8/12/78 is near,
oh bro91GWe.

LAUNDRY and DRY CLEANING
10 percent Student Discount On
dry Cleaning For all your
laundering needs alterations,
mending, washing, ironing
Washingqiulf dry. hung and/or
folded 30 lb Pillows. Blankets.
Rugs. Sleeping Bags. Leathers,
Suedes. Hats One day service
Open $ 5 30 Mon Sall
ACE LAUNDRY
Oth
E
TWO 51 793 MA

Dear SJSU What a long strange
trip It’s been? Hope I’ll See you
in the real V/Orld Cheers The
Amzing One 568 771100

WANTED: Africans. entertatners,
tor upcoming
dancers. etc
show. Please contact Me Annie,
Box 206, Seaside Calif . 93955

Got

personals

John Paul 1ISOM Only the goad OW
young From the Bad Luv N and
0

The TEQUILA ALL STARS are the
baddest team west of the Pecos
We will be the 1978 Intramural
footbai champs. All others
BEWARE! "T" INo 25/
NOREEN: I’ll bet I can stand up
longer than you at the stall
party! Whore’s my SIO RON
The Merry Merchant: You still owe
me a birthday shirt Take care
of yourself Barry Manilow

FARMERS INSURANCE Group. If
you are a good student with a
goad driving recOrd, you may
qualify for a 25 percent discount
on your auto, insurance We also
have competitive rates for
homeowners, renters, and life
insurance
Appointments at
time and place convenrent to
you Call Bruce Lott at 241 4750
TYPING term papers 75 cents a
page
and
up.
Resumes
S2.50/page
IBM Correcting
Selectrics. All work guaranteed
KITTY CARTER. NORTH
VALLEY
SECRETARIAL
SERVICE, 263.4525.
TUTORING, Acctg.. Basic or
Fortran, individual or group
rates. Collin, 247 2916.
TYPE term papers. theseS.
reports, Matte seriph. resumes
IBM Selectic Joye 269 0213
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard and soft
lens supplies. Send for free
illustrated catalog. Contact
Lens Supplies. Box 74S3,
Phoenix. Ar irons 85011
CAROLYN’S TYPING SERVICE
For all your typing neeaS
Student discounts 9260970
TYPING FAST and RELIABLE Let
me make your deadlines!
Professional tYPiSt much ex
perience with term papers
Theses. resumes. etc Use the
IBM
latest
automatic
typewriters. first drafts can be
revised quickly and cheaply
Spelling the grammatical errors
corrected. If necessary Call
Heather 267 6593

INTELLIGENT TYPING Editing.
grammar.
form.
tapes
resumes yarn to 9prn Margie
Reeves 996 1265
Experienced
and
friendly
salespeople are waiting to buy
back your used boOkS for 60
percent at the SPARTAN
arfl
6 30 prn o. : 6,30 8 pn
riOOKST0REMay15
30
Fr idaysl
-TYPING, near SJSU
290
Fast and
7Reasonable

Buy your summer shoes now!
New Balance 310’s. running
shoes All sizes and widths. Only
$23.95/pair including shipping.
Call 294 02811 after 5 p m ask for
Rick.

UNWANTED
HAIR
removed
forever. 335 S Baywoocl Ave,
247 7486
LOOKING br a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? Images by
John are expressions of love,
soft, elegant, and understood by
everyone For the I inest wed
ding photography, call John
Paulson at 269 7937
11/W PORTFOLIOS for Modeling or
Theater. Why pay more
somewhere else? Contact TOM’.
274-8391
TYPING all kinds My home Fast,
accurate. reasonalbe lip? type
Call 379 6150

TYPING On IBM Selectric. Fast and
accurate. 70 cents page. Call
Jim 792./120. 1447 Sierra Rd.,
S.J.
TERM papers/thesis typed
1 Bm
Selectric
SI/Page
w,various type Calls V Norris
777 1035

stereo

Want a great car stereo to impress
your dates? Get money for the
down Payment by selling your
used books to the SPARTAN
BOOK ST OR E. May 15 16

PASSPORT
AND
PHOTO
SPECIAL $2 off w/ad for 2
color or 4 II and W hobs.
Reeler* Once 07 50
JMJ
PHOTOGRAPHY 2937000. 20
Paseo de SanAntonio. 5.1
(between lst and 2nd Streets 1

THE ARTS OF EUROPE THIS
SLIMMER Earn SJSU credit as
you visit Italy. Greece. Ger
many, France. England June
25 July 74 117 2831 or 246 3743
(evenings)

Got the travel bug? Get some travel
bucks by selling your used boOks
to the SPARTAN BOOKSTORE.
May 1326

RENO Fl/mg to Reno Sunday May
20 coming bark Tuesday Need
someone to share cost $25 each
way Call Tom No 3422 at night

GEORGEOUS This was the best
Semester yet being able to see
You I hope the rest of our
semesters go by as last as this
one did I LOVE YOU LOTS!
CLB 2 B
PISTOL Well, it’s time to put the
old weapon Oarlt in the holster
NO more "shots" to be fired!
Batgirl
SUE 5 You accused your only
TRUE FRIENDS, now you have
none How does it teel to be
real FOF? Of course, there’s
always your obsequious
"Sisters "
TAG Well, you finally made it!
Congratulations. Be with you
Friday to help celebrate Love.
TWO SLOW
FIRST
FLOOR
WASHBURN
Thanks for a great semester,’
Billie
DAN HMV a good summer
miss you next yer on third leer

PEGGY An.; news on the MBR?
Let’s take pictureS! JULIE
ToNNY REUELES Are you really
the Tarrnanian Devil
in
diSgfrise. Or do you lust eat like

Goodbye SJSU!
From the ’78
Spartan Daily staff
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Enjoy all the privileges and benefits a
American Expressfi Cardmembership
-even before you graduate.
You are probably aware of the fact that most American Express Cardmembers earn over $20,000 a year.
As a college graduate, we expect you have a similar earning potential. So you are invited to apply
for all the privileges and benefits of American Express Cardmembership even before you graduate if you have accepted
permanent employment at an annual salary of only $8,500 or more.
Mt Fre el1011

NOT 11 MISIMINAMA

1 Worldwide Personal Recognition.
With the American Express Card
you get what you want without carrying
cash and risking loss or theft. You have the
convenience of world-wide charge privileges at fine hotels, motels, restaurants,
stores, car rental companies, and airlines.
The Card means instant recognition
virtually everywhere in the world.

5

Travel Funds "Round-the-Clock.’’
Use the Card at automated dispensers in major U.S. air terminals to get from
$100 to $500 in American Expressfi
Travelers Cheques in less than sixt,
seconds, virtually any hour of the day or
night. A one-time enrollment shortly after
Cardmembership approval allows you t(
use this service.

’

ANIE RICAN E

PRESS

VII

3112

95006

C F FROST

2Worldwide Network of Over 700
American Express ComOffices.
pany, its subsidiaries and Representatives maintain Travel
Service Offices around the globe to assist you with virtually
every travel-related problem.

Signed Receipts. Unlike most othe
cards, the American Express Can.
statement arrives, in most cases, with the signed receipts you
need to keep accurate records and report your expenses for
employer reimbursement or for your permanent, personal
financial records.

3No Spending Limit Set in Advance. Some cards limit
your credit in advance, often to as little as $500. This can
be troublesome if you’re on an important trip or long-awaited
vacation and suddenly discover you’re out of credit. With
American Express you set the pattern of spending as you use the
Card.

7

No Automatic Finance Charges. Many cards tack ,
finance charge on the unpaid balance, and it doesn’t tak
much to run up finance charges in excess of $25 a year.
With the American Express Card, balances are due when your
bill arrives, so there are no finance charges.

4

Emergency Personal Check Cashing. Use the American
Much, Much More. As a Cardmember you enjoy many
Express Card to cash your personal checks up to
additional benefits fully described in the special Cardmember
Benefits Book you will receive. All these benefits are yours yea
$500 $50 in cash and the balance in Travelers Cheques
round for just $25. So, take advantage of special student priv
at most American Express Travel Service Offices worldwide.
ileges that allow you to apply for the Card even before you
The Card also guarantees your personal check for up to $50
at selected domestic airline counters and when you are a
graduate. Detach the application at left, and mail it today to:
registered guest at participatJohn C. Sutphen, Vice President
ing hotels and motels in the
American Express Company,
FOR
STUDENTS
APPLICATION
CARD
AMERICAN EXPRESS
r
Post Office Box 5254, Grand
United States, Canada and
r
r
r
I
Europe (subject to local
Central Station, New York
regulations).
N.Y. 10017.
Attention- John C. Sulphon
Vice PreIdent

Ncmt

IC

PLEASE PRINT C AAAAA Y OR TYPE. Do Not Endow $25 Annual Fee. We Will BIN You LAW
IPH
IAI
-IFS
H
IC

RESiDENCE

CITY

HOME PHONE ,AREA CODE

TI., -

OWN
HOME

PRE viOuS HOME ADDRESS

11

RENT 0

r

HOW LONG,

BOXES BELOW AND FILL IN DETAILS
STARTING DATE OR YEARS THERE

ADDRESS
ZIP CODE

STATE

BUSINESS PHONE (AREA CODEI
I
I

NATURE OF BUSINESS
NAME OF HIRING OFFICIAL

ANNUAL EARNINGS

I am grguailIng from C011ag Or Greduet School
and have accpirod parmana,,r vnployrnoni at on
than 511.500-- Dui I hay.
annual salary of i
other Inconto

0 COLLEGE

ZIP CODE

Ii
-,
PRESENT FUTURE EMPt ,-rt

CITY

I am WA.. Collage Slogan! working
Lito. lim and wyrning an annu, osier, co
$12.500 or more

0

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
_
_

NUMBER OF
DEPENDENTS
STATE

TO APPLY YOU MUST CHECK ONE OF THE

I ern a parl-Ilm Gtodut School atuchant
working lull -Irmo nd miming an annual eelry
Of Stsoo of mom

/
/
ZIP CODE

STATE

CITY

I m grdualing from Coilaga or Gradual* School
and hay. occohlml Pm,"...., Fr.P.orn....’
an annual salary of $e SOO or nyor

11

)0ATE ISF BIRTH

LAST

MIDDLE INITIAL

0.,..

II you hey. other Income Mat you want. to conekigar 11a1pr0nleanker.bener.e10ESSOrs....COMOCI
, ulnild uppori wyed nol Os revealed If you do not Molt to rMy on Ill
!Alimony wpm,. memye

NAME OF SCHOOL

C.ITY A ’,TATE

GRADUATION DATE

GRADUATE SCHOOL NAME OF SCHOOL

CITY A STATE

GRADUATION DATE

ChrO

Accounts and National Credo! Cards 0 any I PI.. rnclude Account Num.’s I

BANK ACCOUNTS: IF ANY
0 CHECKING
0 CHECKING

BANK NAME

ACCOUNT NUMBER(S)

ADDRESS

I

0 SAVINGS
0 SAVINGS

2
STATE

CITY

BILLING ADDRESS
NEAREST RELATIVE OR FRIEND NOT LIVING WITH YOU

RELATIONSHIP

ADDRESS

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD EXPERIENCE
O Non 0 PreSenl Mernber 0 Former Mombor 0 Porsonoi Acct 0 Company Acct

0 Supoloniontory Acct

Account No

TO HELP US MAKE THE CORD EVEN MORE VALUABLE PLEASE INDICATE HOW YOU PLAN TO USE IT
IT nos Informatoon oa not owld in
convgaration of your actehmon I

0 litZr"

0 BUSINESS

0 BUSINESS

PERSONAL
0 ZEERARTZMEU"

El CHECK HERE IF YOU WISH TO GIVE YOUR ELIGIBLE FAMILY MEMBERS THE AMERICAN ExPRESS CARD AT 5,0 FEE FOR ( I
FAMILY MEMBER NAME rPleme Print/

SIGNATURE
AN APPLICANT, IF MARRIED. MAY APPLY FOR A

By within below, I ask that an account be open. ed lor me and cardls) nuked
as I request, and that you renew and replc e them wild I carwel I underraand
that you may verdy and exchange inlonnabon on me and any suppkmentary
applwants...mcluding ’,owning reports from I redii reporting agencies I am
aware that title Inlormat/on II used to &IMMO!’ my YI1g.bobty or lb. c rdnd l
that, il my appl,cabon Is approved, you my roi.laci these ...HMI II, update
this inlomurtion at any lime. Ill ask whether cred report waS tectuntra you
SiGNA r UR(

OTHER
’,RD,

ARATE ACCOUNT

I will tell rhe. and if you received a report, you will gmc Tie the name and
address of the agency that lionrshed ii I will be bound bx the agreement
. received with each r rd. unless I cut the i aril in hall and return both hrilyer to
, you Thir II unsonai yrcounl and I agree to be liable for all charges In the
ham and rupplementry cards issued on my requert In addition each
I Ripplernentary carchneoiber will be bound by the agreement received with the
I card and will be liable lot all charges Iii that r Sr d.

IN iNKI

DETACH YOUR APPLICATION AND MAIL IT TODAY TO:
John C. Sutphen, Vice President
American Express Company
P.O. Box 5254 Grand Central Station
New York, N.Y. 10017

